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Growing the Good

The animal agriculture industry is at a crossroads. As this report lays out, a perfect storm is approaching that, one way or another, will bring disruption and change. Transformation of the industry could bring significant benefits in terms of improved public health, better animal welfare and the unique ability to tackle multiple environmental crises simultaneously.

Faced with the urgent need to drastically reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to meet internationally agreed climate targets, our report finds a shocking absence of policies to drive and accelerate low-carbon transition in the food sector. If the transformation is not quick and well managed, the animal agriculture will stumble across various ecological constraints, including water and land availability; worsening climate change will amplify these constraints, harming the productivity and viability of the sector.

Crucially, the game-changing innovation in modern computing, biotechnology and food science is now being applied to plant-based and cultured animal products in ways that were previously impossible, leading to an explosion of new products. Improving the price and quality of these products, and the ability to scale them, could lead to dramatic changes. Together with shifting cultural attitudes to the consumption of animal products—especially among the younger generation—this could mark a turning point, disrupting the market just like renewable energy is revolutionising the energy sector.

Low-carbon transition in food brings a unique opportunity. Reduction in demand for animal products would be a relatively easy and cheap way to mitigate a significant share of global GHG emissions, especially short-lived but potent methane emissions. It would also liberate vast areas of land, which will need to be maximised as a carbon sink and for nature conservation. This report concludes that governments must step up by putting in place policies to reduce excessive meat and dairy consumption, as part of a general shift towards healthier diets and better food-production systems.

Executive summary

The animal agriculture industry is at a crossroads. As this report lays out, a perfect storm is approaching that, one way or another, will bring disruption and change. Transformation of the industry could bring significant benefits in terms of improved public health, better animal welfare and the unique ability to tackle multiple environmental crises simultaneously.

Faced with the urgent need to drastically reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to meet internationally agreed climate targets, our report finds a shocking absence of policies to drive and accelerate low-carbon transition in the food sector. If the transformation is not quick and well managed, the animal agriculture will stumble across various ecological constraints, including water and land availability; worsening climate change will amplify these constraints, harming the productivity and viability of the sector.

Crucially, the game-changing innovation in modern computing, biotechnology and food science is now being applied to plant-based and cultured animal products in ways that were previously impossible, leading to an explosion of new products. Improving the price and quality of these products, and the ability to scale them, could lead to dramatic changes. Together with shifting cultural attitudes to the consumption of animal products—especially among the younger generation—this could mark a turning point, disrupting the market just like renewable energy is revolutionising the energy sector.

Low-carbon transition in food brings a unique opportunity. Reduction in demand for animal products would be a relatively easy and cheap way to mitigate a significant share of global GHG emissions, especially short-lived but potent methane emissions. It would also liberate vast areas of land, which will need to be maximised as a carbon sink and for nature conservation. This report concludes that governments must step up by putting in place policies to reduce excessive meat and dairy consumption, as part of a general shift towards healthier diets and better food-production systems.
In the last century, increases in global population, wealth and urbanisation have led to livestock production growing at an unprecedented pace. This has driven unhealthy overconsumption of meat and dairy products. 3.3 billion tonnes (MT) and 812 MT of which are respectively consumed worldwide each year - a rate forecast to grow further, fuelled by emerging economies with growing middle classes.1 The global population of major livestock species is currently 30 billion1 - around four times as many animals as humans. The growth in this population has directly caused not only the loss of ecosystems and wildlife but also significant animal suffering, as these animals are increasingly bred in confined spaces and live much (if not all) of their short lives inside giant factory farms. 

First and foremost, animal agriculture is inextricably linked with the Earth's rapidly changing climate system. It is both a leading source of global GHG emissions and a sector that the impacts of climate change - such as extreme weather events, water shortages and the spread of pests and diseases - will significantly affect. In total, livestock are responsible for around 16.5% of the world's GHG emissions, and are the leading source of methane and nitrous oxide emissions.1 If expected forecasts for growth in meat and dairy consumption materialise, there will be almost no room within the total allowable global emissions budget for any sectors other than agriculture by 2050.4

Increasing this pressure for change is the fact that reducing demand for meat and dairy would be a relatively easy and cheap way to quickly mitigate a significant share of global GHG emissions - especially those from short-lived, but relatively potent, heat-trapping methane. At the same time, this shift in diets could liberate vast areas of land currently supporting livestock production. This land will be needed both as a plant-based food source and, in particular, a carbon sink. As a consequence of these major benefits, modelling studies overwhelmingly suggest that a shift towards healthier diets, lower meat and dairy consumption and significant food-waste reductions is an essential condition to ensure the world's temperature keeps below a 2°C increase, as agreed by the world's governments at the 2015 Paris Climate Conference of the United Nations.5

Second, the Earth's environment cannot physically maintain the levels of natural resources required to satisfy current and projected demand for meat and other animal products. Animal agriculture is an extremely resource-intensive way to feed people, today, 70-80% of all agricultural land, including a quarter of all cropland, is required for pasture and the production of feed.6 This totals one-third of the planet's ice-free land surface. The animal agriculture sector's hunger for land and water makes it the leading source of biodiversity loss through deforestation, pollution, habitat degradation and competition with wildlife for natural resources.7 8 9 10 We are currently experiencing what scientists call the sixth great mass extinction in the Earth's history10 - one of the foremost underlying drivers of this is animal agriculture, estimated to account for about 60% of human-caused biodiversity loss on land.11 Such is the resource intensity of animal agriculture that it will be impossible to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) across areas related to the environment and food security without a significant reduction in demand for animal products. Reducing demand for such products also brings a unique opportunity to shift production towards more environmentally friendly farming methods, such as free-range and organic production.

Finally, the excessive consumption of animal products in high-income countries is already between two and three times higher than what is considered healthy, and is associated with an increased incidence of diet-related disease. Mounting scientific evidence is linking our excessive consumption of livestock products, particularly red and processed meat, with increasing incidence of cancer, obesity, diabetes and heart disease. The way animals are produced and killed also increases the risk to humans of novel infectious diseases and is a known driver of antimicrobial resistance (AMR), which has been acknowledged as one of the biggest health threats for humanity in the 21st century.12 Shifting to more sustainable and low-meat diets can bring significant individual and public health benefits where excessive consumption is rife, resulting in massive savings for national health budgets.

The urgent need and opportunity for science-based policy

The urgent need for change in the animal agriculture sector is compelling on all fronts, and momentum has been building over the past decade. Public awareness campaigns about meat consumption that go beyond traditionally better-known concerns, such as animal welfare, were considered taboo not so long ago but are now gaining ground. Market change is happening very quickly; plant-based products currently represent the highest-growth food category, and are especially popular among the younger generation. This is a challenge for the existing food sector, but a large opportunity for innovative companies that are willing to invest in cleaner and healthier alternative products. Innovation in this sector is also on the rise; a number of disruptive start-ups are offering alternatives to conventional meat and dairy - from plant-based burgers that 'bleed' beetroot juice to animal products grown from cell cultures - that have the potential to be cleaner, and even more affordable, than meat consumed today. Yet, while change is underway, its pace is not in line with the urgency needed to stave off the environmental crises on the horizon.

To think about a low-emissions transition in food systems, this report has examined analogies in the energy and transport sectors, in which contemporary multilevel policies include GHG reduction targets, carbon-pricing strategies and strategies to promote low-carbon alternatives, such as renewable energy, energy efficiency and low-carbon vehicles. The total absence of similar measures aiming to transform the food sector - and, to make this possible, to shift diets - is shocking. Two broad factors are offered to explain this state of affairs: governments' fear of public backlash for seeking to influence consumers' food choices, and the influence of the powerful agricultural and food lobby, which has reacted swiftly and defensively to the smallest sign of shifting public attitudes and political support away from meat and dairy consumption and towards incorporating a range of alternative foods within healthier diets. Compared to other sectors, where low-carbon transition is happening (albeit too slowly), the food sector completely lacks public policies at all levels to drive change towards science-based targets. What's more, most existing policies still support incumbent production systems, providing subsidies and market-support measures to intensive meat and dairy farmers and to the big corporations that benefit from this system. As these players feel threatened by the growth of alternative products, some politicians are even introducing new legislative measures aiming to restrict the market for such products, such as the recent French ban on terms like 'vegan burger'.13 Through policy inaction, governments are forcing the public to pick up the bill for the environmental externalities of animal agriculture, and denying market opportunities for more sustainable models of food and livestock production.

It does not have to be like this. Research conducted across multiple countries and continents by the influential think tank Chatham House revealed that the public expects governments to take the lead and address such an important issue, and that the risk of a public backlash against ambitious government policies in this area is overestimated.14 The research also highlighted that, if provided with convenient, tasty and not-too-expensive alternatives, together with sufficient information about the problem, many citizens would be happy to reduce their meat intake.
Governments must now wake up to this and set science-based targets and policies for an orderly transition towards sustainable, low-emission and healthier food systems. They should do this individually (at the nation-state level) and collectively (through intergovernmental institutions, such as the European Union (EU), United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), World Health Organization (WHO), etc.). They should expect resistance to change from the incumbents, but this should not slow down their actions, as the window of opportunity to prevent dangerous climate chaos is closing.

On the positive side, food is the sector where market transformation can happen quickly and have significant short-term benefits, especially through reductions of potent GHGs such as methane. Social norms and practices around food are not set in stone but are constantly changing; just 70 years ago (before the rise of industrial farming), meat consumption was significantly lower. Governments must set clear trajectories for the transition to give certainty to companies and investors, help farmers to adjust to these changes, and create an engaging and desirable vision for citizens of how one of the most important problems of our era can be addressed. The arguments in favour of health, animal welfare and the environment are overwhelming.

Consumption of animal products has increased steadily since World War II, following the adoption of intensive livestock production methods, a subsequent fall in prices, the rise of fast-food restaurants and supermarkets, and the development of reliable home refrigeration. The United States (US) initiated such consumption patterns and others in the Global North soon followed. Today, people in the Global North consume unhealthy amounts of meat; people in the United States consume six times as much meat as the average African per year. Demand for animal products worldwide is expected to continue to grow, now fuelled by a fast-growing middle class in emerging economies such as China and India. Such high levels of demand and further intensification of production methods are having very significant negative impacts on the environment, human health and animal welfare. These problems have led to civil society, academia, progressive market players and investors calling for reforming our food system – an urgent and essential intervention needed to achieve major Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) related to halting climate change, biodiversity loss, natural resource depletion and hunger.

1. Introduction

1.1. A brief history of meat and dairy production

In prehistoric times, humans hunted and killed wild animals for meat as one of their sources of food. The transition to agriculture around 8000 BC saw humans increasingly farm and live in permanent settlements. Domestication of most common ruminants (cows, buffalo, sheep, goats) and monogastrics (species with one stomach, such as pigs and poultry) known to us today began soon after. People raised
animals to provide food (such as meat, dairy or eggs) and to support crop production (through the provision of draught power and manure). Most animals were fed on locally available resources that were not directly edible for humans, such as pasture for ruminants and household waste and crop by-products for monogastrics.16

During the period following World War II, agricultural industrialisation effectively eliminated the need for animals to support crop production, as draught power became increasingly mechanised and synthetic fertilisers were introduced. In the United States (US), within a context of economic growth, rising consumerism and urbanisation, a shift from small family-owned and -operated farms to industrial meat production started to take place. This approach, which sought to maximise livestock production at minimal cost, spread rapidly across the Global North.46

Today, the majority of livestock is produced in intensive production systems that are highly unsustainable on environmental and ethical grounds. So-called ‘factory farms’ rear large animal populations in crowded and unnatural conditions and a highly industrialised manner, dependent on technology and external inputs. While this may be more efficient per unit of food produced, the sheer scale of operations has large overall energy (for heating, air-conditioning and the mechanisation of animal feeding and disposal operations), feed (animal rations are mostly produced off-farm) and drinking water requirements, and makes such farms highly concentrated sources of pollution. Moreover, due to the larger disease burden cause by animals’ living conditions, these farming systems also require large volumes of antibiotics to be fed to animals to prevent and treat disease; in many countries antibiotics are also used to accelerate animal growth, making livestock production one of the leading risk factors driving the rise of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) worldwide.49

By species, intensive production methods are most common in pork and poultry meat production, with three-quarters falling under such arrangements. 46 Regional variations exist for cattle, although beef production is typically conducted under mixed-farming arrangements (i.e. forage is combined with concentrate feeding),50 while intensive production methods are more common in dairy production.51

Overall, intensive production methods have enabled the meat industry to decrease the costs of both production and animal products - but this has come at the expense of externalising a range of costs onto society as a whole, through the worsening of environmental damage associated with feed production (e.g. water pollution), greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, human health risks from zoonotic diseases and AMR, poor animal welfare conditions and more.

Meat production continues to increase globally; in 2017 it accounted for 330 million tonnes (MT) worldwide: 120.5 MT of poultry, 118.7 MT of pigmeat, 70.8 MT of beef and other bovine species, and 14.8 MT for sheep and other ovine species.52 China is both the biggest producer (85.8 MT) and the biggest importer (5.4 MT) of meat and meat products worldwide, consuming a similar amount of meat than that of the US and the European Union (EU) combined.46 Global milk and milk products production has also increased rapidly, in 2017 it stood at 812 MT, with India (166 MT) and the EU (165 MT) accounting for almost one-sixth of the market each.53 Delivering the substantial increases forecast until 2050 in meat and dairy production will require both a greater number of animal production systems (or farms) and further intensification of these systems in general, which is likely to worsen the industry’s already excessive environmental footprint while further diminishing the welfare of animals used to feed humanity.

The rapid growth in the populations of livestock species has followed growing human demand for animal products. It is now estimated that, at any given time, there are 30 billion livestock worldwide (and 90 billion each year) - four times that of the global human population.6 By species, the most populous are chickens (22.7 billion), followed by sheep and goats (2.2 billion), cattle (1.5 billion) and pigs (1 billion).52 This population trend contrasts strongly with those of wild vertebrate animals, which have been decreasing steadily, with an estimated 58% decline since 1970s.36

1.2. Increasing consumption is the core of the problem

The economic struggles of the early 20th century, when the ability to consume meat and other animal products was a symbol of affluence, continue to influence the perceptions of many North Americans and Europeans. Most Western countries rationed meat, dairy, eggs and animal fats during periods of food shortages until the 1950s. 46 However, this changed significantly after World War II, indeed, per-capita meat consumption in the US has risen by 95% since.54 Such change has been driven largely by a steady drop in prices: ham and steak are respectively 48% and 20% cheaper, and chicken meat prices have fallen by three-quarters while per-capita chicken consumption has increased six-fold.55

While it would be wrong to solely attribute higher meat consumption to lower prices, falling prices have certainly been a major driver of consumption changes in Western countries since World War II, and in emerging economies in recent years. This is illustrated clearly by the high price elasticity of demand for meat: a 1% price increase for beef, for example, would reduce consumption by 0.75%, while price elasticity for dairy is (-0.65, with eggs being the most inelastic at (-0.27).32 The weighted elasticity for all animal products is (-0.65, which means a 10% increase in price (for example, through a meat tax) would result in a 6.5% downward shift in consumption.55

Along with a drop in price, increases in income have led to greater purchasing power, and thereby increased spending on animal products to meet cultural preferences (often induced via marketing) for ever-greater levels of meat consumption.56 As a consequence, meat consumption has steadily risen since the 1960s in the Global North. Today, the average annual meat consumption per capita for OECD countries stands at 86kg, with people in the US consuming 123kg.62 These consumption levels are two to three times higher than those stipulated in official healthy diet guidelines and have been linked to an increased incidence of diet-related disease, including obesity, heart disease, diabetes and certain types of cancer.37

In contrast, meat consumption levels for the average person in Africa and some parts of Asia remain comparatively low, with annual average consumption per capita standing at 14kg and 32kg respectively - below the world’s average of 42kg.54 However, in major emerging economies the amount of meat consumed is quickly rising towards levels seen in higher-income countries, with the average Chinese consumer’s consumption currently at around 63kg of meat per year,58 compared to less than 10kg in 1960.60 Indeed, growth in poultry and, to a lesser extent, pork consumption in emerging Asian economies is expected to drive future global meat market growth.46

Such uneven consumption of animal products is not exclusive to meat. For example, Western Europe’s per-capita milk consumption (over 300kg per year) is more than ten times that of certain African and Asian countries (less than 30kg per year).59 And per-capita egg consumption in Mexico (358 eggs per year) is some six times higher than that in certain African and Asian countries.60
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1.3. Livestock: a sector at a crossroads

The livestock sector is unquestionably a major global force economically, socially and politically, and is at such a scale that it is a primary driver of global environmental change. Its value is estimated at $1.4 trillion USD, equal to 40% of agricultural gross domestic product (GDP) worldwide. By comparison, its value represents one-third of that of the fossil fuel sector, but importantly, it supports 1.3 billion people - many of whom are small-scale livestock farmers in the Global South.

What is the future for livestock systems globally? The following chapters provide detailed and extensive evidence that the sector’s overwhelming impact on our environment and health – due to its size and production methods – is radically incompatible with addressing humanity’s most pressing existential challenges. To put it another way, the reform of the livestock sector is pivotal to achieving many of the SDGs, and is directly relevant to most of them. These include critical issues such as tackling climate change, halting terrestrial and aquatic biodiversity loss, and ending hunger in the context of a growing global population.

Ironically, unrestrained global growth in livestock production and consumption is now driving so much environmental change that it is undermining the sector’s long-term viability. Degradation of ecosystems, the impacts of a changing and more variable climate on feed crops and directly on livestock productivity, and changes to patterns of disease and the availability of water and pasture are already being felt. While disproportionate impacts are already suffered by the hundreds of millions of subsistence livestock farmers in the Global South, climate change is also already affecting farmers in the Global North. The 2018 draught has significantly impacted on crop yields around Europe; the German Farmers’ Association has called for 1 billion EUR in compensation, with a shortage of cattle feed causing particular concern. Similarly, the Irish government will pay its farmers 4.25 million EUR for fodder imports. This is not new; the European Commission created an exceptional aid for livestock farmers of 500 million EUR in 2015, and the sector continues to receive public money without any commitment to reform.

While climate change will ultimately force the transformation, this will come too slowly. Instead of short-term relief measures, which cost significant amounts of taxpayers’ money, governments should consider how to transform industrialised animal agriculture towards a more sustainable and resilient food system. This report shows the way.

2. Livestock production and climate change

‘Livestock emissions were all over the menu—in the form of butter, cheese and meat—but they were nowhere to be found on the agenda’, reported a Forbes journalist covering the Paris Climate Conference. Indeed, policymakers’ discussions have long focused on how to decarbonise the energy, industry and transport sectors but have largely ignored the need for drastic change towards more sustainable agricultural systems. However, the science is now clear that global carbon emissions must fall to zero, meaning it will not be possible to stop climate change without greatly reducing emissions from agriculture, while at the same time using agricultural land to draw carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere through afforestation, reforestation and the use of bioenergy combined with carbon storage technologies. Consequently, the future development of the livestock sector – responsible for the majority of global agricultural emissions and using almost one-third of the world’s ice-free land – has the power to either make or break climate targets.

2.1. A major source of greenhouse gas emissions

The livestock sector is a major contributor to climate change, in 2010, it was responsible for a total of 8.1 GtCO2eq per annum, or 16.5% of that year’s GHG emissions. As a reference point, this is equivalent to the emissions from combustion of all transport fuels. Major GHG emission sources along the livestock production value chain relate to animal feed production (expansion of grazing and agricultural land, fertiliser production and use for crop production), digestion (methane emissions related to enteric fermentation of grass and ligno-cellulose material by ruminants) and elimination (manure decomposition). Emissions are also associated with slaughtering animals, processing their meat and other products, and the energy and transport used in meat production and distribution.
Livestock emissions: why do literature estimates differ so much?

Two different types of accounting systems are typically used to calculate total emissions for the global livestock sector. Both are often quoted and reported in the press and elsewhere, leading to some confusion as to what the total emissions figures related to the livestock sector are. The two methodologies are based on either a) emission source inventory accounting, or b) life-cycle assessment.

**a) Emission source inventory accounting**

This first method is based on discrete categories of direct emission sources (e.g. enteric fermentation) and sinks aggregated together into sectors (i.e. agriculture) under each geographic unit (e.g. nation). This is the form of accounting used by countries to report to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) via International Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) guidelines. According to a study by the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (UNFAO), the sum of emissions from enteric fermentation, manure and cropland related to feed would put total livestock emissions at 4.5 GtCO2eq or 8.8% of the total in 2010.55

**b) Life-cycle assessment**

This second method is based on accounting for the directly and indirect emissions produced along the entire value chain for a particular product or service. It is often used when the goal is to understand where, in a value chain, resource use and environmental impacts occur. According to a revised FAO study, livestock-related emissions along the whole value chain, including direct and indirect emissions, amount to 8.3 GtCO2eq or 16.5% of the total in 2010.55 This includes additional sources of emissions at least partially related to the livestock, such as deforestation linked to crop expansion for animal feed.

It is important to understand that, although these two methods may give different numbers for livestock emissions, they are both entirely valid depending on the aim of the analysis. No matter how you measure it, livestock emissions are significant and their reduction is of crucial importance for achieving climate targets.

Methane emissions: should they be addressed differently?

Different types of GHG can be compared according to their a) average atmospheric lifetime, and b) ability to absorb and trap heat energy in the atmosphere. These differences are particularly significant when understanding the potential benefits of reducing emissions associated with the livestock sector, the emissions footprint of which differs from other sectors in that much of it is made up of methane and nitrous oxide.

**a) Average atmospheric lifetime**

A GHG’s atmospheric lifetime refers to the amount of time it takes for a fixed increase in the concentration of a given gas in the atmosphere (e.g. the addition of 1 tonne) to return to natural levels (i.e. the gas is converted to another chemical form or is taken out of the atmosphere via a sink). Of the main GHGs, average lifetimes can vary from about 12 years for methane to 104 years for nitrous oxide and over a century for carbon dioxide. However, because of the Earth’s carbon cycle, a portion of carbon dioxide emitted will still exist in the atmosphere for thousands of years after its emissions.

**b) Ability to absorb and trap heat energy in the atmosphere**

This concept refers to the warming potential (i.e. amount of heat trapped) of a concentration of a given gas in the atmosphere. The ability to absorb and trap heat energy in the atmosphere differs significantly between gases. To compare different gases, the cumulative amount of heat energy trapped by a given amount of each gas (e.g. a tonne) over a specific period of time is compared (a metric known as the global warming potential (GWP)). By definition, a gas’s GWP is always measured relative to that of CO2, the GWP of which is equal to 1. Of the main GHGs, the warming effects of fluorinated gases are over 1,000 times higher than carbon dioxide, and the warming effects of nitrous oxide and methane 298 and 34 times higher respectively, when compared over a 100-year timespan.

Due to these differences, climate experts have recently started to call for policies that manage these gases separately. This reasoning does not change the need to drastically reduce long-lasting global CO2 emissions.
emissions to zero as soon as possible to stabilise global temperatures, but it does highlight that steeper reduction trajectories for high-warming gases would facilitate adaptation to evolving climate change and help achieve the lowest temperature goals (1.5°C). In other words, the opportunity of quickly reducing methane emissions is that, because of its short lifetime in the atmosphere, the impact of its reduction on temperatures could be relatively fast – although only by a fixed amount, relative to the degree to which methane emissions fall. This strategy provides humanity with an additional lever in the climate toolbox that can be used to lower the peak level of warming experienced and to help slow down the rate of warming experienced, helping us to reach the lowest temperature goals (e.g. 1.5°C) and making climate change adaptation more feasible.

In this context, a reduction in demand for animal products and a reduction in emissions associated with livestock production methods could make a big difference, because this sector roughly contributes about one-third of all man-made methane and nitrous oxide emissions.

2.3. Land use: livestock sector reductions are key to allowing other sectors to decarbonise at reasonable cost

Another way in which the livestock sector is pivotal to climate action (and biodiversity conservation) is its unparalleled land footprint. Between 70-80% of all agricultural land is utilised for animal grazing or cropland devoted to producing feed for animals.65,66 A quarter of cropland, specifically, is used to grow feed for animals; this is projected to increase to 50% by 2050.67 World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) estimates that to grow the soy and maize needed to satisfy additional livestock by 2030, agricultural land would have to expand by about 280 million hectares – the land area of Austria, Belgium, the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Italy, Ireland, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Spain and the UK combined.68 This will unavoidably drive further expansion into natural areas, such as forests and grasslands, further increasing livestock GHG emissions.69 This contrasts strongly with modelling projections that natural land areas will need to play an increasingly important role as carbon sinks to stabilise the Earth’s climate, which puts competition for land at the centre of climate policy discussions.

Indeed, almost all GHG reduction scenarios the IPCC has considered to achieve the 2°C level of ambition require a significant percentage of land to play its role to the full, as a carbon sink is the only feasible way to achieve negative emissions at the required scale post-2050. This would necessarily involve afforestation and reforestation at a huge scale, as well as the provision of significant amounts of biomass to replace fossil fuels in the production of energy, fibre and other materials, such as chemicals, in the power, transport and industrial sectors.23,70 Such a scenario - one that makes achieving climate goals possible - will be near impossible to realise without addressing the amount of land used by the livestock sector.

Of critical political and economic significance is the trade-off between land used for livestock versus land used as an enhanced carbon sink, and the effect this will have on the speed of mitigation required and so the overall costs of mitigation - in other sectors. This trade-off potentially puts these sectors into direct conflict for emissions space and natural resources, which could risk the feasibility of achieving our climate goals.

Modelling studies show that freeing up land that would otherwise be used by the livestock sector will require both reduction in demand for animal products and increased efficiency - a reduction in land used per unit of product. One study estimates that moving the world by 2050 to the ‘Harvard Healthy Diet’ - which advocates sparing use of red meat and more moderate consumption of dairy, eggs and poultry meat - could halve the costs of decarbonising the energy sector up to 2050. It would do so by freeing an area of rangeland equivalent to the US and reducing cropland by the combined land size of the UK, France and Spain. Lower costs to the energy sector would result from a slower decarbonisation pace and the avoidance altogether of the most expensive range of carbon mitigation tools.71

Reducing emissions from the livestock sector: a major gap in climate policy

Despite the significant need to reduce GHG emissions associated with livestock production, the livestock sector’s emissions have received little attention from jurisdictions across the world. Indeed, the EU, often seen as the global leader in terms of climate change policy, has taken very little action to drive emissions reductions in this area - a dearth particularly noticeable in its lack of targeting shifts in average meat consumption patterns.

In December 2017, EU institutions reached a political agreement on the framework for realising a 30% GHG reduction in 2030 across the ‘non-traded’ sectors of the economy (buildings, agriculture, waste management and transport), as well as individual reduction targets member states must achieve.72 However, the agreement, which NGOs have slammed because of its lack of ambition,73 is unlikely to drive any reductions in the agricultural sector because it will allow countries with large agricultural sectors to meet the bulk of their overall GHG reduction targets through a number of alternative arrangements, including the use of GHG credits from their forestry sectors and increased efforts in other sectors.74 Also, current international accounting rules mean that emissions associated with imports of meat, dairy and animal feed from outside the EU continue to be ignored.

To date, the bulk of actions to reduce emissions have been voluntary commitments by the industry.75 These include emission-reduction targets in the dairy production sector of a non-binding 25% in the US and 20–30% in the UK (both by 2020 and compared to 2009 levels).76 However, a recent report from the UK’s Committee for Climate Change concluded that no significant progress has been made.77

2.4. Mitigating emissions associated with the livestock sector

Although no substitute to required reductions in production, there are significant mitigation opportunities available to livestock producers to reduce their carbon footprint, based on new technologies and better management of farming systems. Indeed, if producers in any given system, region and agro-ecological zone were to apply the practices of those with the lowest emission intensities, livestock emissions would reduce by one-third while maintaining constant output.78

Is grass-fed livestock better for the climate?

Is all livestock bad for the climate? While cattle are well known to be the most GHG intensive livestock and source of meat, some argue that, by feeding animals predominantly on pasture and carefully managing how they graze the land, animal welfare can be improved and cattle can, in fact, have benefits for the climate.79
This is based on the assertion that, if cattle were grazed properly, their nibbling and trampling actions would stimulate grass growth and soil carbon sequestration to the point that total GHG emissions associated with cattle raising would be balanced by the additional carbon being drawn down into the soil and stored there over time.87

To evaluate these claims, the Food Climate Research Network (FCRN) at the University of Oxford undertook a comprehensive study. It found that, while it is possible to store more carbon in grassland soil via improved grazing in some contexts, the circumstances where this can happen are narrow, and the amount of carbon that can be drawn down is substantially lower than many claim. In such circumstances, this could only balance emissions at very low stocking densities. And what’s more, within decades, soils would return to a new equilibrium and carbon sequestration would rapidly diminish to zero; meanwhile, animals on the land would continue to emit.88

Even if the maximum global potential for soil carbon sequestration were achieved through a worldwide change in grazing practices (a very unlikely scenario), this would still only account for 20-60% of emissions associated with solely grass-fed livestock, and then only for a limited time. In addition, any soil carbon sequestration gains could be quickly lost again through a change in land management or climate, making the benefit of better grazing management impermanent and reversible.89,90

The results of the review clearly reinforce the message that, while improved production methods can make a positive contribution (and in ways more diverse than climate change alone), there is no wriggling out of the fact that climate change mitigation requires a very significant reduction in livestock numbers.85

Were this to be achieved it could, in theory, provide the land and emissions space needed to institute more sustainable farming models.

2.5. Curbing demand for meat and dairy is essential

The science is clear: current climate mitigation strategies need to be scaled up significantly to achieve the Paris Agreement’s objective. However, in the context of forecast demand growth for meat and dairy of 80% by 2050,91 even the maximum potential emissions savings from efficiency gains in global livestock production (as described above) would be overwhelmed by this growth, and would therefore not come close to addressing the problem. To reduce emissions from agriculture in real terms between now and 2050, then, immediate demand reduction is essential.92

A study exploring the role of food-demand management as part of climate mitigation concluded that – even making optimistic assumptions for future crop yields and 50% food-waste reductions - only a move towards healthy dietary recommendations with fewer animal products would reduce agricultural and land-use emissions below 10GtCO₂ (in line with the minimum required reductions) by 2050. A similar conclusion was reached by a study looking at Sweden’s climate change commitments and diet.93

Avoiding meat and dairy products is the single biggest way to reduce personal environmental impact on the planet, according to a recent comprehensive study led by the University of Oxford.94 The study found that, in the most extreme case, eliminating meat and dairy consumption would make it possible to feed the world while reducing an area of farmland equivalent to the US, China, the EU and Australia combined. This is because meat and dairy production is a very significant (it uses 83% of farmland), polluting (it produces 60% of agricultural GHGs) and inefficient (it provides just 18% of the calories and 37% of the protein that we eat) use of land.95

Similar studies have shown that up to 50% of a person’s dietary GHG emissions’ footprint can potentially be reduced through reducing or eliminating consumption of animal-based foods.96,97 Dietary change has also been cited in a study as the most cost-effective mitigation action available to US households.98

A UK study highlighted the climate change benefits resulting from decreasing the amount of meat in the average global diet by everyone switching to a healthy diet, as recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO).99 This would equate to a maximum of 100g per day (around 36kg per year) of meat per person, the average amount currently consumed by the average UK person is 230g per day. A switch of this magnitude would allow for 15GtCO₂ to be saved globally by 2050, a large part of which would be achieved through the land freed from food production being used for carbon sequestration activities, such as reforestation or bioenergy cultivation. Similarly, another study conducted by British, Australian and Chilean academics proposed 50g of meat as the maximum consumption average per capita global target, of which no more than 50g should be red meat, to stabilise emissions from the livestock sector in 2050.100

More recently, Greenpeace has estimated the level of meat and dairy consumption compatible with the ecological level the Earth system can sustain while achieving food security, a safe climate and biodiversity. In their analysis, a 50% global reduction of the production and consumption of animal products, and a shift towards sustainable production methods, is needed by 2050. Per capita, this equals an average meat consumption of 16kg (24kg per year in 2030) and 33kg of dairy. Such a decrease would require a substantial reduction of animal products in high- and middle-income countries and constrained growth in demand in low-income countries.101

This brings us to an issue of great strategic importance for the way society is likely to respond to the animal agriculture challenge: the question of the comparative economic cost, complexity and speed of different approaches to reducing emissions. In this regard, it seems that dietary change ranks among the simplest, most impactful and potentially cost-effective actions society can take to tackle climate change, while also providing a wide range of further co-benefits for the environment and human health.

Sustainable consumption: the role of food-waste reductions

What does a sustainable level of consumption of livestock products look like? FCRN believes that the answer includes improvements in the efficiency of livestock production, addressing environmental and welfare impacts of production, increasing the amount of animal parts eaten, reducing waste and adjusting meat consumption accordingly.102

According to the UN FAO, a third of all food produced in the world is lost or wasted every year.103 The fraction of animal-based foods wasted is small compared to other foodstuffs in terms of weight: 19% of meat and 18% of milk produced, compared to 63%, 42% and 26% respectively of all roots and tubers, fruits and vegetables, and cereals.104 In this context, GHG emissions embodied in global food loss and waste amount to 2.7GtCO₂ (3.49GtCO₂ if embodied emissions from deforestation and organic soils are included).105 Despite the smaller contribution to food waste by weight of animal-based foods, its contribution to the total embedded environmental impacts is much larger, given their higher environmental footprint.

In fact, milk was found to be the highest contributor of any commodity to GHG emissions embodied in food waste, followed by grains and then meat, with proportionately distributed GHG impact costs. Meat...
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and milk were the highest contributors to total land occupation, although the majority of this land, when compared to their cropland occupation, can be seen to be grasslands or pasture. Meat’s water scarcity costs were the largest for any commodity. The costs associated with the externalities of meat and milk production on erosion, water pollution and biodiversity and ecosystems were also considerably higher than for any other commodity.

As such, significant reductions in animal product waste must be part of a more sustainable pattern of consumption. Nevertheless, even if all animal food product waste could be eliminated (i.e. 20%), current consumption levels would still be too high to allow for more sustainable livestock production. A study exploring a number of scenarios for sustainable meat and milk consumption in 2050 estimates that the average per-capita consumption would need to be reduced to 12kg and 26kg per year for meat and milk respectively (or 20kg of meat and either 43kg of milk or 4.3kg of cheese at today’s levels) to allow livestock production to be sustained purely through efficient use of grasslands, wastes and cropland not required for human food. This level of production is referred to as ‘default livestock’, as livestock production at such low levels would make the most efficient use of existing land and feed sources.

3. Land use, deforestation and biodiversity loss

The livestock sector has grown at an unprecedented scale over the last decade. Humans are now rearing over five times more animals than in 1960. Weighing 25 times more than all wild land animals combined, the livestock population has been referred to as the leading cause of modern species extinctions. Even without the significant increases forecast in animal food production, just maintaining current levels is radically incompatible with the global SDGs and biodiversity targets. In this context, the urgent transformation towards lower livestock production – including supporting the major dietary change and waste reduction measures argued for earlier – is required to maintain the ecosystems that support it.

3.1. Livestock and the global biodiversity crisis

Currently, the Earth’s biodiversity is facing a crisis almost unprecedented, except by previous global mass extinction events. Modern extinction rates are estimated to be 1,000 times the natural background rate. On average, global populations of vertebrate species have halved in the last 40 years, while freshwater species have declined by 76%. Fish populations utilised by humans have also halved on average over this period of merely two human generations. Due to its enormous scale and connectivity to so many environmental issues of concern, the consumption and production of animal-based foods is one of the most important stressors on biodiversity globally, and so is central to addressing this crisis. Directly or indirectly, it contributes to habitat loss (including deforestation), land degradation, overexploitation of natural resources, environmental pollution, invasive species, climate change and human vs. wildlife conflict. Consequently, the livestock sector profoundly impacts on ecosystems and biodiversity at a planetary scale. By one measure, it has been estimated to account for about 60% of human-caused biodiversity loss on land.

If internationally agreed goals to halt biodiversity loss (such as those set out in the Aichi Biodiversity Targets and, more recently, the SDGs) are to be achieved, significantly reducing this sector’s outsized environmental impact is essential.
3.2. Livestock species dominate the Earth

Animal-based food consumption has increased rapidly worldwide, so too has the population of animals farmed or slaughtered to service this growing demand. The curious consequence of this is that species farmed for human consumption are now exceeding the population of any other animals on Earth. Illustrating this new ecological dominance, it has been estimated that the collective weight of global livestock is more than 25 times that of all wild land animals combined. Unfortunately, wild species have paid the price of their ‘success’, the primary underlying driver of livestock-related biodiversity loss is the sector’s monopolisation of global land use and associated resources.

Today, the global land area used to provide feed, fodder or grazing for livestock is three times higher than that of all land-based protected areas for conservation globally combined. This contrast reflects a long history of habitat destruction, through agricultural expansion, into lands once occupied by a variety of natural ecosystems.

3.3. A major driver of deforestation and habitat destruction worldwide

Livestock production has been described as the predominant driver of natural habitat loss worldwide. Production of animal products has been linked to 65% of global land-use change between 1961 and 2011, requiring an additional 4.39 million hectares of agricultural land to be brought into production - an area greater than all of India. Much of this has come at the expense of high-biodiversity-value habitats, such as tropical forests. Expansion of pastures is also recognised as a regional driver of wetland and natural ecosystems.

Importantly, soy production does not just affect tropical forests. In the last few decades, vast areas of highly biodiverse grasslands and savannah have been converted to agriculture. In South America, the area of land devoted to soy production grew from 17 million hectares in 1990 to 46 million hectares in 2010, mainly on land converted from natural ecosystems. Driven by increasing global demand for animal foods, global soy production is projected to double by 2050, corresponding to a likely 50% increase in the area of land devoted to it. This will put large areas of savannah and grassland ecosystems suitable for soy cultivation in both South America and Africa at further risk.

3.4. Soy production for animal feed: an ongoing threat to the Amazon

Animal agriculture is both a direct and indirect driver of deforestation through pasture and cropland expansion into forests, respectively, for animal feed. Grazing in forests is also recognised as a minor cause of forest degradation in Africa and the Americas. Through these processes, the livestock sector has been linked to 10% (72.7 million hectares) of global deforestation in the period 1990 to 2008. Of that total, 80% resulted from pasture expansion for ruminants, 14.5% for crops fed to monogastric pigs and chickens, and 5.5% for crops fed to ruminants.

According to WWF, soy production has expanded more rapidly than any other global crop over the last 50 years; it has increased from 27MT to 269MT, and could reach 515MT by 2050. Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil and Paraguay are responsible for 99% of Latin American soy production, and represent 97% of soy-related deforestation worldwide, the majority of which is embodied in exported crops. Three-quarters of global soy production is destined for use in animal feed as the mainstay source of protein supporting the industrial model of pig and poultry production worldwide. Globally, the top two soy-importing regions are China and the EU; in 2011/14 they accounted for 63% and 12% of global soy imports respectively, used to support their large domestic livestock industries. The average European consumes approximately 6kg of soy per year, largely indirectly through animal products such as pork, salmon, cheese, milk and eggs.

It is therefore clear that, to stop future habitat destruction through agricultural expansion, moderation of dietary demand for animal-based foods will be necessary. Recent modelling studies have further confirmed this. One such study concluded that human diets play a decisive role in making the twin goals of halting deforestation by 2050 while still being able to feed the world mathematically possible. At one end of the spectrum, all 500 scenarios considered were found to be biophysically possible if a vegan diet was adopted globally, at the other, only 15% of scenarios might be possible through global adoption of a US-style high-meat diet. Significantly, the study identified a fundamental trade-off between environmental benefits and meat consumption: we cannot stop deforestation and shift to organic agriculture, which is better for farmland biodiversity, without significantly reducing meat consumption.

3.5. Livestock’s huge demand for natural resources

Importantly, the livestock sector’s appropriation of a large amount of wild plant and animal biomass also impacts on ecosystems and biodiversity. This is ecologically significant because species diversity in a region is correlated with its available energy - for which biomass is a measure. In short, if less energy is available, an ecosystem can support fewer species - and with lower populations. This concept is illustrated by the competition for forage between livestock and wild herbivore species, which has been demonstrated to affect numbers of wild species and their predators in both Asia and Africa. Of all the plant biomass utilised by humanity each year, 60% is used to feed or provide bedding for livestock, while just 12% is embodied in plant-based foods for human consumption.

Fishmeal and fish oil are further examples of the livestock sector’s biomass demands. Forage fish species low down in the food chain are ecologically important prey species, especially for marine mammals and seabirds. Although most wild-caught fish are used for direct human consumption, about 10% of the global catch is currently used for the production of fishmeal and fish oil. The primary consumers of this resource today are carnivorous fish species produced in the rapidly growing global aquaculture sector, which in 2010 consumed 73% of global fishmeal (up from 2% in 1960) and in 2012 consumed 74%
of global fish oil production. In contrast, pigs and chickens consumed 20% and 5% respectively of global fishmeal in 2010, down from almost 50% each in 1960.

Conflict between humans and wildlife is another important way in which animal agriculture impacts on global biodiversity. Carnivore species in particular, which require large prey and habitats to support their metabolisms, have been hunted to regional extinction worldwide, primarily to protect livestock from predation. Familiar examples include the lynx in Western Europe and the grey wolf in Europe and the Americas. Research has recently demonstrated that top-predators play an essential role in regulating competition within ecosystems – all the way down to plants – so long-term impact of this hunting on ecosystems worldwide is likely to be significant beyond only carnivore species.

Animal agriculture and the geography of deforestation

Although animal agriculture’s contribution to global deforestation has been significant, the geography of this impact is regionally specific. To date, the vast majority of livestock-related deforestation has taken place in Latin America. In Brazil, for example, 19% of the Amazon region has been deforested since the 1970s, of which 62% was being used as pasture in 2008. The environmental cost of this expansion has been significant. One recent study attempted to estimate the unpriced natural capital costs to society from the Brazilian cattle and soy industries, and found that, for every US dollar of revenue made, cattle ranching costs society a further 22 USD, and soybean farming costs a further 2 USD.

In Costa Rica, nearly half of tropical forests have already been cleared and are now dedicated to livestock production. Looking more widely throughout Latin America, between 2011 and 2013, 57% of new pasturage replaced forested areas. Together, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil and Paraguay incurred over 80% of forest loss in Latin America in the 2000s, accounted for 73% of total beef production and comprised 83% of the region’s beef exports.

In commercial agriculture in the region, the dominant drivers have been producing beef, leather, soy and other commodities responsible for two-thirds of deforestation between 2000 and 2010. Elsewhere in the world, other commodities such as palm oil are the dominant direct drivers of deforestation, and local or subsistence agriculture plays a greater role. Interestingly, ‘palm kernel meal’ – a by-product of palm oil production – enters the livestock supply chain as a low-value feed ingredient, mostly exported from South East Asia to the EU and New Zealand.

The majority of beef produced in Latin America is still consumed in domestic markets, but the 2000s saw sharp increases in beef exports, especially in Brazil, which became the world’s largest beef exporter (a status it still retains) when its exports grew by approximately 500% between 1999 and 2009. Despite this, about 80% of Brazilian beef is still consumed domestically. The opposite pattern is observed for beef’s co-product, leather; 74% of Brazilian leather was exported in 2009, but its contribution as an overall economic driver of deforestation is considered to be small compared to beef.

3.6. Livestock’s large water footprint

The depletion and pollution of water sources associated with livestock production also plays an important role in biodiversity loss and environmental damage. Animal agriculture is responsible for one-third of all freshwater use. Above all, increased water demand arises from the needs of irrigated feed-crop production.
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and grazing areas. Animal-feed production is estimated to represent around 7% of all global water use, 50% of all water used in total food production and 15% of all water in irrigated areas. This is particularly driven by an increase in intensive livestock production methods, for which animal feed depends on barley, maize, wheat and soybean crops.\(^{155}\)

In addition, significant water pollution is associated with discharges from livestock production (nitrogen, phosphorous pollution from fertilisers on pasture and feed crops, large disposal of manure, pesticides due to feed production, etc.).\(^{156}\) This has led to dead zones being formed in areas most affected (the Mississippi Delta that leads to the Gulf of Mexico, the Baltic Sea, etc.). Even in less extreme cases, the impacts are still significant and the costs associated with rectifying this type of environmental contamination are high.

In New Zealand, the upper-end estimate is similar to the total value of dairy exports at 8.5 billion USD. In the EU, the costs for cleaning up excess nitrogen for the whole agricultural sector range between 20 and 150 billion EUR.\(^{157}\)

Moreover, large farms are also a source of drug residues, such as antibiotics and hormones (given to animals for therapeutic or prophylactic reasons) and heavy metals (such as copper, zinc, selenium, cobalt, arsenic, iron and manganese). Finally, processing livestock products (meat and offal processing and rendering processes in the slaughterhouse/agro-food industries) and the tanning process of heavy and light leather also put pressure on water resources.

### 3.7. Livestock impacts on soil nutrients

Traditionally, animals played a positive role in an integrated farming system, as their manure was used in small quantities for soil fertilisation. However, this has changed with the rise of intensive farms. One of animal agriculture’s most important environmental impacts, affecting global ecosystems and biodiversity, is its role as a driver of environmental pollution through the release of excess nutrients as nitrogen and phosphorus into the natural environment.\(^{158}\)

At the core of the problem lies the fact that livestock is inefficient at using nutrients to make human food, due to environmental nutrient losses occurring during the growth of feed and fodder. This is compounded further by the fact that livestock convert less than 11% of nitrogen and 19% of phosphorus from their feed into human-edible food.\(^{159}\) Consequently, animal-based foods have large nutrient footprints, with the average nitrogen footprint being some 10 times that of plant-based foods.\(^{160}\) For phosphorus, 72% of the global average dietary footprint between 1961 and 2007 can be attributed to animal-based foods.\(^{160}\)

Overall, 80% of the nitrogen and phosphorus contained in crops and grass consumed by livestock globally provides only around 20% of the nitrogen and phosphorus contained in human diets.\(^{161}\)

To address the impact of nutrient pollution on global biodiversity, it has been proposed that a globally sustainable level of nitrogen and phosphorus use would be approximately half that currently used by humanity.\(^{162}\) This in itself would require substantially increased production efficiency and dietary consumption changes. However, if projected growth in population and per-capita meat and dairy consumption is realised, it is anticipated that global nutrient-related pollution might increase by a further 40-50% in 2050.\(^{164}\)
Growing the Good

Today’s consumption of meat and dairy products in the Global North is estimated to be two to three times higher than that which is considered healthy. Levels are also rising rapidly in the majority of developing economies. Such consumption patterns are associated with increased incidence of diet-related disease, including obesity, heart disease, diabetes and certain types of cancer, as well as a significant number of foodborne disease cases. In addition, the intensification of production methods for livestock poses significant threats to public health as a major driver of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) and zoonotic disease outbreaks. These issues make a further compelling case for significantly reducing consumption of meat and dairy products and improving their production methods.

4. Impacts on health and food security

Meat and animal products are good sources of some nutrients, particularly high-quality protein, iron, selenium, vitamin B12 and omega-3 fatty acids. Alternative plant foods can also provide these nutrients, as well as high levels of fibre and some vitamins and minerals not available in significant quantities via animal products. This is not without controversy; many argue that plant-based sources are less convenient, concentrated or available. What is not disputed is that animal products are typically high in saturated fat and cholesterol, and processed animal-derived foods, such as bacon, contain potentially harmful additives like salt and nitrates. Overconsumption of animal products, particularly processed red meat, is associated with obesity and an increased risk of non-communicable diseases (such as heart disease and type 2 diabetes) and certain types of cancer (such as stomach, colon, rectum, pancreas and prostate cancers).
Given the balance of the evidence, the vast majority of health experts conclude that consumption of animal products - especially processed meat, red meat and dairy - should be reduced, and that of plant-based foods increased. Despite this advice, consumption of animal products in the Global North, although stabilised, remains excessive - and continues to grow in emerging economies in line with rising incomes.

In addition, cases of foodborne disease, particularly those related to salmonella and campylobacter infection, are often linked to the consumption of contaminated animal products, particularly meat and eggs. A 2014 study showed that a staggering 97% of the 300 chicken breasts sold in US grocery stores harboured dangerous bacteria, while more than half of the samples contained faecal contaminants. The European Food Safety Authority estimates that there are 9 million cases of human campylobacteriosis a year in the EU, costing 2.4 billion EUR. For salmonellosis, the costs are 3 billion EUR. For both diseases, a large number of cases are foodborne.

Meat and cancer

The International Agency for Research on Cancer published a review in October 2015 classifying processed red meat such as bacon and sausages as carcinogenic and listing them alongside substances such as tobacco, asbestos, plutonium, alcohol and arsenic. Unprocessed red meat was classified as a ‘probable carcinogenic’ and listed alongside a number of chemical products and pesticides. This led to a drop of 15–17% in sales of sausages and bacon in the UK alone in the following weeks.

Excessive levels of consumption of meat products are thought to be associated with an increase in the number of certain diet-related types of cancer, so the benefits of reducing consumption of animal products and increasing that of vegetables is twofold. Cancer Research UK reports that 3% of all cancers in the UK per year may be linked to excessive consumption of processed and red meat. This increases for certain types of cancer, such as bowel cancer, where it is associated with 21% of cases. Worldwide, this means around 300,000 cases of bowel cancer a year could be avoided.

### The Healthy Eating Pyramid

*Source: Harvard School of Public Health*
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4.2. Intensive production methods and public health

Intensive livestock production has been identified as one of the main drivers for the excessive and inappropriate use of antibiotics and the associated rise in AMR, especially growing resistance of bacteria to antibiotics. The use of antibiotics in animal farming is huge – as high as 80% in the US. Their relative use in agriculture is projected to double in the major emerging economies of Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa by 2030. Very often, these antibiotics are given to healthy animals to make them grow faster, or for prophylactic purposes to control disease for animals grown in confined conditions. This is problematic because excessive exposure of bacteria to antibiotics drives the acquirement and spread of resistant genes, which are then passed on to human pathogens.

In that context, there are risks associated with drug-resistant bacteria being passed on through direct contact between humans and animals, transferred via contaminated manure or water, or acquired when consumers prepare or eat the meat itself. In some countries, there is evidence that last-resort antibiotics for humans are being used extensively in animals, with a recent Chinese finding of a bacterial gene conferring resistance to colistin – a last-resort antibiotic. This contrasts with more sustainable livestock production methods (such as organic) in which antibiotic use is restricted; this is also enabled by better living conditions, which lower the risk of infection.

The European Commission currently estimates annual AMR-related deaths to be 25,000, which is likely an underestimate, as is the 1.5 billion EUR associated with healthcare and productivity losses. In addition, the UK-based AMR review projected that, by 2050, drug-resistant bacteria could kill 10 million people per year globally and make routine medical procedures, such as hip transplants and chemotherapy, impossible. This would cost a loss in economic outputs of up to 100 trillion USD, as well as a projected GDP decrease of 2–3.5%, by mid-century.

Factory farming

As factory farms are often the incubators of zoonotic diseases and the rise of resistance in antibiotics and other micro-organisms, it’s important to understand what ‘factory farm’ means. The term broadly refers to modern livestock production systems involving dense animal populations raised on limited land and requiring large amounts of food, water, energy and medical inputs.

In the US, the Environmental Protection Agency defines Animal Feeding Operations (AFOs) as agricultural operations where animals are kept and raised in confined conditions and which congregate animals, feed, manure, dead animals and production operations on a small land area. To be classified as an AFO, a lot or facility must have animals that are, or will be, stalled or confined and fed or maintained for a total of 45 days or more in any 12-month period and crops, vegetation, forage growth or post-harvest residues that are not sustained in the normal growing season over any portion of the lot or facility. Such facilities range from large (around or larger than 1,000 beef, 700 dairy cattle, 2,500 hogs or 125,000 chickens) to medium (300–999 beef, 200–699 dairy cattle, 750–2,499 hogs or 37,500–124,999 chickens). The main animals for such operations are cows, pigs, chickens and turkeys, but their practices are also applied to sheep, goats, rabbits and various types of poultry.

Animal welfare regulations setting minimum standards for farm animal breeding conditions exist in the EU (Council Directive 98/58/EC) and the US (Animal Welfare Act). However, factory-farmed animal housing is considered unethical by many organisations because of issues associated with high stocking density, the confinement of animals in cages and crates, mutilation of their horns and tails, separation of mothers from their offspring and selective breeding, such as fast-growing broiler chickens. In addition, these farms have poor air quality, floors that are too smooth and often wet, lack of environmental stimulus, inadequate conditions for animals to undertake their normal behaviours and concentrated feed, which can lead to animal discomfort and disease (weaker bones, poor level of cardiovascular fitness, etc.).

Factory farms facilitate the spread of disease among flocks and transmit zoonotic disease to humans, which WHO has identified as an increasing concern. In fact, 60% of all human diseases and up to 75% of newly emerging infectious diseases are thought to be of zoonotic origin. In addition, the impacts of animal disease outbreaks can also have significant economic consequences. These are driven by negative effects for the health of animals and humans, and the financial costs to farmers and related industries of dealing with disease and of business disruption. The total costs associated with the largest global outbreaks are large: 45–55 billion USD associated with the 2009 swine flu (HINI) outbreak, 30–50 billion USD associated with Severe Acute Respiratory Symptom (SARS) and 30 billion USD associated with avian flu (H5N1).

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF SELECTED INFECTIOUS DISEASE OUTBREAKS

Source: Bio-Era, 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Economic Impact (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foot &amp; Mouth</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>$16–18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>UK, Canada, EU</td>
<td>$5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. coli O157: H7</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>$1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARS</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Singapore, Canada</td>
<td>$50-640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nipah</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong</td>
<td>$3–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyme Disease</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot &amp; Mouth</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>UK, Denmark, US</td>
<td>$5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>UK, Canada, EU</td>
<td>$5-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARS</td>
<td>2005, 2006</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1N1</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>$45-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5N1</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>$45-65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5N1</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Canada</td>
<td>$5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>UK, Canada, Europe</td>
<td>$10-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avian Flu (H5N1)</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Worldwide</td>
<td>$45-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe Acute Respiratory Symptom (SARS)</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>China, Singapore, Hong Kong, Canada</td>
<td>$5-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3. Air pollution

Agriculture is a key source of three major air pollutants: ammonia, particulate matter and nitrous oxide emissions. Around two-thirds of all global emissions of ammonia and nitrous oxide are associated with livestock production.\footnote{188}

Air pollution is a serious problem for human health as it contributes to conditions such as bronchitis, asthma, lung cancer and congestive heart failure. In this context, emissions associated with the livestock sector can have a large impact on local and regional air quality.\footnote{189}

The related costs are considerable. For example, emissions in Denmark cause health-related costs in the order of 4.9 billion EUR per year, with agriculture contributing to around 43\% of these emissions - more than twice those from road traffic (18\%) and over four times those from major power plants (10\%). A US study suggests that a 10\% reduction in livestock ammonia emissions can lead to particulate-related health benefits valued at over 4 billion USD annually.\footnote{190}

Growing public concern for animal welfare

Beyond animal agriculture’s impacts on health and the environment, there are serious ethical concerns linked to the raising and killing of such a large number of farm animals each year, approximating 9 billion in the EU alone and 90 billion globally,\footnote{191} predominantly in intensive farming systems. Article 13 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU recognises animals as sentient beings,\footnote{192} yet these animals - sentient, complex and capable of feeling pain, fear and frustration, as well as joy and excitement - are viewed by industrialised agriculture, in which they are often confined and typically denied the ability to carry out their instinctual species-specific natural behaviours, as commodities. As a result, these animals suffer a myriad of assaults to their physical, mental and emotional wellbeing.

A growing number of NGO-led public campaigns encourage citizens to reduce their consumption of animal-based foods, and concern for animals often scores highly as a reason for doing so. It was the leading reason given for participation in the popular campaign Veganuary; 43\% of survey respondents said they took part because of animal welfare/rights, followed by health at 39\% and the environment at 10\%.\footnote{193}

The treatment of farmed animals and the conditions under which they are raised, transported and slaughtered within industrialised agriculture are incompatible with providing adequate levels of welfare. It is difficult to truly account for the degree and amount of suffering that farmed animals experience while raised in intensive confinement systems - even without addressing the slaughtering process.

In recent years, citizens have become increasingly concerned by the ethical connotations of animal farming. A 2016 Special Eurobarometer on Attitudes of Europeans Towards Animal Welfare found that 94\% of respondents believe it is important to protect the welfare of farmed animals and 82\% believe farmed animals’ welfare needs to be improved.\footnote{194} Similarly, a 2017 US survey on attitudes towards animal farming found that 49\% of US adults support a ban on factory farming and 47\% support a ban on slaughterhouses.\footnote{195}

Much of this concern is due to widely disseminated and accessible campaigns on social media, often promoted and shared by popular public figures, as well as the release of a number of expose films on the animal agricultural industry (such as Earthlings and, more recently, Land of Hope and Glory and Dominion) and literature (such as Jonathan Safran Foer’s Eating Animals, which has also been made into a documentary film).

In a widely-read piece in The Guardian newspaper Yuval Noah Harari, the acclaimed Israeli historian and author of Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind, wrote: ‘Industrial farming is one of the worst crimes in history’.

As the conditions in which farmed animals are raised and slaughtered continues to be a growing concern for citizens, so this issue should be of increasing importance to decision-makers. Governments should beware of promoting sustainable intensification and the use of technology to further manipulate animals to serve our needs, as consumers increasingly demand more humane and plant based products.

By reducing the total number of animals raised for food, a greater emphasis can be placed on sustainable agriculture and increasing support for farmers who treat the animals they keep humanely. Rural economies can prosper when consumer spending is distributed more to individuals who show a greater respect for animals and their welfare requirements. The result will be more farmers on the land and a proportional decrease in factory-style farms.
This chapter identifies key market players along the livestock sector’s value chain. The global value of the livestock sector is estimated at 1.4 trillion USD and it supports 1.3 billion people, many of them subsistence farmers. The industry is increasingly dominated by fewer players, as big companies continue to expand across markets via mergers and acquisitions and intensify their operations. The climate impact of these companies is huge. GRAIN recently reported that the world’s top five meat and dairy corporations combined are now responsible for more annual GHG emissions than Exxon, Shell or British Petroleum (BP). The same study also showed that most of the top 35 global meat and dairy giants either do not report or underreport their emissions, and that only six companies pledge cuts in supply-chain emissions - while simultaneously pushing for growth.

5. A concentrated industry

5.1. The livestock supply chain

5.1.1. Livestock in the global food chain

The livestock supply chain covers all the activities required to bring a product (live animals, meat, milk, eggs, leather, fibre, etc.) to consumers, including the different phases of production, processing and delivery. The way livestock supply chains operate has traditionally differed across countries in line with the specific environmental, cultural and socioeconomic drivers in place, which determine how livestock is produced and the required resources available.

However, increasing supply-chain globalisation is removing many such differences. Traditional livestock production systems in the Global South (those integrated into agriculture production, distributed among many owners and in proximity to feedstocks) are gradually being industrialised (becoming segregated from agricultural production and increasingly dependent on external inputs). Trade in livestock products has also grown, and livestock producers are increasingly competing in a global market.
In addition, there have been major organisational changes in the way animal products are being procured, processed and marketed. Companies are seeking economies of scale and greater efficiency and growth through mergers and acquisitions. Although production of livestock products, particularly beef, is highly dispersed, associated processing and distribution activities are increasingly vertically integrated, with meatpacking companies moving into food manufacturing and wholesaling. Multinational market players are also integrating horizontally, for example, liquid milk suppliers are extending into new, value-added product categories such as cheese, butter, yoghurt and infant formula.

The marketing stage of the chain is more mixed. While there are a relatively small number of supermarkets, the food-service sector is far more fragmented. Despite the presence of major global players in the latter (such as McDonald’s and Burger King) accounting for significant sales of processed beef products, the wholesale market remains important, as many businesses don’t have the scale to form their own direct supplier relationships.

5.12. Livestock products as traded commodities

The role of the agricultural sector as a share of the global economy is falling. Even though the total value of agricultural exports has increased tenfold since the 1960s, its share in the value of all traded goods has decreased from 24% to 10% over the same period. This has driven a shift in trade and production towards the highest-value commodities (such as animal products) - to the detriment of lower-value plant-based agricultural commodities (such as grains).

The world’s major producers of bovine meat in 2017 were the US (11.9MT), Brazil (9.5MT), the EU (7.9MT) and China (7.6MT), each with 10% or more of global production (70.8MT). China was the largest importer of bovine meat (6.6MT), followed by the US (3.3MT), Japan (1.9MT), Russia (1.6MT) and Korea (0.5MT), while the biggest exporters were Brazil (1.9MT), India (1.7MT), the US (1.5MT), Australia (1.4MT) and New Zealand (0.5MT).

The 2017 global pork market was influenced strongly by growing Chinese demand. Global pork production stood at around 118.7 MT, with China’s appetite for pork making it both the top producer (54.3MT) and importer (21.1MT). Other major producers of pig meat included the EU (33.4MT) and the US (11.6MT), followed far behind by Vietnam, Brazil and Russia (around 4MT each). The top importers of pig meat after China were Japan (3.5MT), Mexico (3.9MT) and Korea (0.6MT). The EU (2.8MT), the US (2.4MT), Canada (1.3MT) and Brazil (0.9MT) were the world’s largest importers of pig meat.

Equally, robust Chinese demand drove trade in poultry meat in 2017. The top producers of broiler meat worldwide, which currently stands at 120.5MT, are the US (22.7MT), China (17.7MT), the EU (14.6MT) and Brazil (13.6MT). China was the leading net importer of poultry meat (3.4MT), followed by Japan (1.3MT), Mexico (1MT), the EU and Saudi Arabia (0.9MT).

Global egg production has doubled since 1993 to a volume of 68.3 MT in 2013. The largest producer by far is China, which produces almost one-third of eggs globally (24.8MT). The fragile nature of eggshells means they are normally transported over relatively short distances, mainly to neighbouring countries, unless they are in processed form.

Although not an animal product, trade in soy is strongly associated with demand for animal products, as 75% of the world’s soy production is destined to feed chickens, pigs, cows and fish. The largest global soy producer is the US, followed by Brazil and Argentina. China and the EU are the biggest soy export markets, receiving 40% and 20% of global exports respectively. While soy imports are closely associated with trends in animal production in both China and the EU, the EU’s biodiesel market is also a key driver for demand.

5.2. Key market players in the livestock sector

5.2.1. Farmers

Farmers are at the heart of the production of animal feed and livestock. Representing 40% of global agricultural GDP, the livestock sector is a major source of income for farmers across the world. In the EU, for example, the economic contribution of the livestock sector is estimated at 168 billion EUR annually. On average, the livestock sector represents around half of total agricultural economic activity, although it represents a higher share in countries such as Belgium, Denmark, Ireland and the UK.

Traditionally owned by independent farmers, economic interest is driving livestock production’s recent trend towards consolidation and upscaling of operations in the farming sector. One such example is a recent Chinese-Russian joint venture in which 100,000 cows will be bred in a Chinese ‘super-farm’ in the city of Mudanjang to supply the Russian market. China’s Zhongding Dairy Farming and Russia’s Severny Bur are behind the project, and feed for the cattle will be grown on 100,000 hectares of land in China and Russia.

Livestock production: the hidden costs of a not-so-free market

Prices for animal products are rarely within the control of farmers, who are generally price-takers. However, since World War II, livestock farmers in the Global North have received billions of dollars in subsidies through support schemes (such as the EU Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) or US Farm Bill) in an attempt to stabilise prices, increase production and guarantee farmers’ incomes.

In the EU, farmers receive around 200 EUR per hectare of land. Annual subsidies cost the EU some 58 billion EUR, representing almost half of the EU budget. In the US, similar subsidies amount to 20 billion EUR per year. This reliance on subsidies has led to the development of a powerful farm lobby, which has heavy control over legislators and includes professional lobby groups, such as the American Farm Bureau Federation in the US and COPA-COGECA in the EU, as well as national and regional organisations, such as the National Farmers Union (NFU) in the UK.

Some of the multimillion-dollar public affairs organisations involved in agricultural lobbying are often much closer to the interests of large-scale farmers, big retailers and agrochemical businesses than small-scale farmers. An Ethical Consumer report on the lobbying activities of the NFU (which has a declared annual income of 57 million GBP) concluded that it has changed over the years into the ‘English Agribusiness Lobby’ group, defending positions that are closer to the interests of large-scale farmers, big retailers and agrochemical businesses than those of small-scale farmers. NFU has also spent significant amounts of money lobbying European institutions, both directly (700,000 EUR) and through its participation in its umbrella organisation COPA-COGECA (370,000 EUR).

Farming subsidies are increasingly controversial because of their sheer size, the ways they are distributed and the lack of evidence that they bring public benefits. In the US, it is estimated that the bulk of the 161
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In addition, a majority of governments in the Global North continue to promote the consumption of livestock products despite the evidence that excess consumption undermines public health. For example, the US Department of Agriculture has been criticised for spending USD 550 million per year promoting the consumption of animal foods while America’s obesity and diabetes rates are double, and cancer rates triple, those seen in other parts of the world.218

There are also large hidden costs associated with the provision of healthcare and remediation of environmental damage. Added together, the total costs to society is estimated to be 454 billion USD in the US – the equivalent of adding 1.70 USD in costs for each dollar of retail sales. If those costs were internalised in the price, a 3.5 USD gallon of milk, a 4.56 USD burger and a kilo of pork ribs would jump to 9, 12 and 32 USD respectively.219

5.2.2. Animal-feed producers

In contrast to a disperse livestock production, the processing of animal feed is increasingly concentrated in the hands of a few major agribusinesses. Demand for animal feed continues to grow in line with meat consumption. The manufacturing of animal feed is dominated by a few agribusiness giants, such as CP Group (Charoen Phokphand), Cargill, New Hope and Purina, who buy grains and oilseeds from producers worldwide and sell them as animal feed for the livestock sector in the global market. The top 20 companies, which control 40% of the global market, are primarily based in Asia, followed by Europe and the US.220

Market leader CP Group is a large Thai conglomerate of food-related companies. In 2017, CP produced 276.5 billion tonnes of feed for the poultry, pig, ruminant and pet feed markets in Thailand, China and Vietnam and reported 15 billion USD in total sales.221 The second-largest producer of feed in 2017 was Chinese New Hope LiMai (20 billion tonnes of feed for the poultry, pig, ruminant, pet and horse feed markets).222 Cargill, which is involved in a range of food, agricultural, financial and industrial interests, reported total sales of 115 billion USD – around the GDP of Hungary – in 2017.223 Cargill operates hundreds of feed mills worldwide and owns several animal and pet feed brands, including Nutrena.224

5.2.3. Processors of livestock products

In line with trends in the animal-feed sector, meat processing is also increasingly concentrated, with some major business operations dominating an increasingly globalised market.

The world’s leading meat producer is Brazilian family-owned JBS. It dominates the meat-processing industry in Brazil and has been expanding rapidly through mergers and acquisitions into other key markets, particularly the US, where more than half of its total revenue of 40.3 billion USD now comes from.225 JBS is the world’s largest beef, chicken, leather and tallow-derived biodiesel producer and the second-largest lamb and pork producer, and it owns some of the most recognisable meat brands in the world, such as Seara, Pilgrim’s Pride, Moy Park and Donana.226

Due to the causality between increased soy production for animal feed and deforestation and ecosystem destruction in South America, there has been mounting pressure on consumer-facing brands and their feed suppliers to increase transparency across the supply chain and eliminate deforestation. The most famous and successful example of an environmental solution was the Soy Moratorium, which Brazil adopted in 2006 and through which companies committed to stop purchasing soy that came from deforested areas, was associated with slave labour or encroached on Indigenous Lands. The Soy Moratorium was signed by members of ABIOVE (Brazilian Vegetable Oil Industry Association) and ANEC (National Association of Cereal Exporters), which control 92% of soybean production in Brazil. It was renewed in 2008 with the participation of the Brazilian government, and in 2016 it was renewed indefinitely.227

As the majority of soy was produced for animal feed, traders and consumer-facing companies, such as McDonald’s, played a key role in making it happen. The moratorium has been hailed a success. According to Greenpeace, since its inception to 2016 deforestation has fallen by 86% in the 76 municipalities covered by the moratorium, which produce 98% of the soybeans in the Amazon biome.228

The shortcoming of this commitment was that it only covers one ecosystem (the Amazon) and one country (Brazil). Deforestation has therefore moved into new countries (Paraguay and Argentina) and new areas (Cerrado). Recent reports have highlighted that the Cerrado (a savannah-like habitat) has lost more than 105,000km² of native cover since 2008 – 50% more deforestation than occurred during the same time period in the Amazon.229 An investigation by Mighty Earth into the production of soy in Argentina and Paraguay for animal feed in Europe revealed that extensive destruction of natural ecosystems, including incidents of illegal deforestation, continues to take place. The report found significant connections between the areas investigated and Cargill and Bunge, despite the traders’ commitments to responsible sourcing.230

Following increasing pressure about environmental destruction in the Cerrado, over 60 companies – including McDonald’s, Unilever and Walmart – have signed the Cerrado Manifesto, in which they have agreed to support measures that would eliminate native vegetation loss in the Cerrado from their supply chains. But in contrast to the 2006 Amazon Soy Moratorium, the Cerrado Manifesto did not commit signatories to halt purchases of farm products from newly deforested areas. Separately, in June 2018 the Netherlands-based Louis Dreyfus Company became the first major commodity trader to pledge to stop buying soy from newly deforested land in the Cerrado. The company gave no timetable but said it would work to establish a ‘realistic target date’ to end deforestation in its Cerrado supply chain.231

Due to the causality between increased soy production for animal feed and deforestation and ecosystem destruction in South America, there has been mounting pressure on consumer-facing brands and their feed suppliers to increase transparency across the supply chain and eliminate deforestation. The most famous and successful example of an environmental solution was the Soy Moratorium, which Brazil adopted in 2006 and through which companies committed to stop purchasing soy that came from deforested areas, was associated with slave labour or encroached on Indigenous Lands. The Soy Moratorium was signed by members of ABIOVE (Brazilian Vegetable Oil Industry Association) and ANEC (National Association of Cereal Exporters), which control 92% of soybean production in Brazil. It was renewed in 2008 with the participation of the Brazilian government, and in 2016 it was renewed indefinitely.

As the majority of soy was produced for animal feed, traders and consumer-facing companies, such as McDonald’s, played a key role in making it happen. The moratorium has been hailed a success. According to Greenpeace, since its inception to 2016 deforestation has fallen by 86% in the 76 municipalities covered by the moratorium, which produce 98% of the soybeans in the Amazon biome.

The shortcoming of this commitment was that it only covers one ecosystem (the Amazon) and one country (Brazil). Deforestation has therefore moved into new countries (Paraguay and Argentina) and new areas (Cerrado). Recent reports have highlighted that the Cerrado (a savannah-like habitat) has lost more than 105,000km² of native cover since 2008 – 50% more deforestation than occurred during the same time period in the Amazon. An investigation by Mighty Earth into the production of soy in Argentina and Paraguay for animal feed in Europe revealed that extensive destruction of natural ecosystems, including incidents of illegal deforestation, continues to take place. The report found significant connections between the areas investigated and Cargill and Bunge, despite the traders’ commitments to responsible sourcing.

Following increasing pressure about environmental destruction in the Cerrado, over 60 companies – including McDonald’s, Unilever and Walmart – have signed the Cerrado Manifesto, in which they have agreed to support measures that would eliminate native vegetation loss in the Cerrado from their supply chains. But in contrast to the 2006 Amazon Soy Moratorium, the Cerrado Manifesto did not commit signatories to halt purchases of farm products from newly deforested areas. Separately, in June 2018 the Netherlands-based Louis Dreyfus Company became the first major commodity trader to pledge to stop buying soy from newly deforested land in the Cerrado. The company gave no timetable but said it would work to establish a ‘realistic target date’ to end deforestation in its Cerrado supply chain.
Among the major US processors, Tyson Foods remains the market leader; in 2017, it reported sales figures of $38.2 billion USD and employed 117,000 people in the US alone.48 Cargill Meat Solutions follows, with sales of $20 billion USD reported in 2017.49

In contrast, sales from European and Asian meat processors are much lower in value because they are more focused on lower-value meats, such as pork and chicken. The exception is the world’s top pork processor, the Chinese WH Group, which reported sales of $22.3 billion USD in 2017, has acquired major operations in the US (Smithfield and Clougherty Packing) and Europe (Pini), and is looking for further beef and poultry assets globally.235

Large meat companies in the EU include Danish Crown, Tonnes, Vion and LDC, which reported respective annual sales figures of $8.3 billion, $6.9 billion, $5.1 billion and $3.8 billion EUR in 2017. Danish Crown, Europe’s largest pork company – operating in Denmark, the UK, Sweden and Poland – has been reducing its slaughtering capacity due to falling demand. It is owned by a cooperative of Danish farmers. LDC is the largest poultry producer in the EU, operating in France, Spain and Poland.

In contrast to the meat sector, the top three global dairy companies in terms of value are European. In 2017, the reported dairy products turnover of Nestlé (the world’s biggest food and drink company), Lactalis and Danone reached $21.4 billion, $17.7 billion and $15.5 billion EUR respectively. Non-European leading dairy companies include Dairy Farmers of America and New Zealand’s Fonterra, with turnovers of $13 billion and $12.1 billion USD respectively in 2017, despite processing much larger milk volumes.49

Traceability in the supply chain remains poor, so it is mostly not possible for consumers to obtain comprehensive and accurate information on how their fresh and frozen meats have been produced. Nevertheless, consumers of meat products are increasingly demanding full traceability following a number of high-profile adulteration scandals, such as the substitution of homogeneous for beef in certain processed food products in Europe in 2013, and the adulteration of infant milk formula with melamine in China in 2008. The horsemeat scandal, in particular, shone a light on the length, complexity and global nature of beef supply chains. One consequence has been a trend for retailers and food-service providers to shorten their supply chains by establishing direct relationships with producers, rather than relying on an opaque chain of traders and wholesalers to supply products.46

Consumer-facing brand owners of further processed meat and dairy products – such as cured meats, sausages, cheese, yogurt, ice cream, etc. – are under increasing pressure to address public concerns around the sustainability of their products. For example, efforts by certain animal-derived food products brands – under Unilever (Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream, Hellman’s, Flora, Calve, etc.), The Kraft Heinz Company (Philadelphia, Cadbury’s), Premier Foods (Mr Kipling), Hain Frozen Foods (Linda McCartney), Nestlé (Nestlé Group, Herta) and Danone (Danone Nutricia), among others – to source eggs and/or milk with lower environmental and welfare impacts have been recognised by leading NGO, Compassion in World Farming.46

Carbon footprint: are meat and dairy companies the new Exxon?

Few meat and dairy companies calculate or publish their climate emissions, so little information is known about their individual carbon footprints. Unlike big emitters in other sectors, such gaps in the data have helped the big meat and dairy companies to avoid public scrutiny of the climate impacts of their operations.

A recent joint report from GRAN and the Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy (IATP), reviewing efforts undertaken by the world’s 35 largest meat and dairy companies, concluded that only four companies – NH Foods (Japan), Nestlé (Switzerland), FrieslandCampina (the Netherlands) and Danone (France) – provide complete and credible emissions estimates. All other meat processors (e.g. JBS and Tyson), were found to either report incomplete or non-comparable datasets or, in the majority of cases, not to report at all.

Shockingly, the report estimates that the annual CO2 emissions of the top 20 meat and dairy corporations (933MT) are higher than those from Germany (902MT) and Canada (722MT), and almost double those of Australia, the UK or France. In fact, the report found that the five meat and dairy corporations alone (JBS, Tyson, Cargill, Daily Farmers of America and Fonterra) are together responsible for 587.3MT of CO2 – more than Exxon (577MT), Shell (508MT) and BP (448MT). The report also found that the top three corporations in this sector (JBS, Tyson and Cargill) have the weakest targets – or, in the case of JBS, no emission reduction targets at all.

This study is the latest eye-opener on the urgency of addressing the climate impacts associated with the largest meat and dairy corporations. As the report points out, even if all other economic sectors achieve emission reductions to stay below 1.5°C temperature increases (in line with the Paris Agreement), the projected growth in the meat and dairy industry sector would result in livestock eating up 80% of the total carbon budget by 2050.

5.2.4. Food retailers and food-service providers

Food retailers and service providers are the largest buyers and suppliers of livestock products. They include multibillion-dollar companies (such as retailers: Walmart, Costco, Kroger, Carrefour, Sainsbury’s, Delhaize, Tesco, M&S and Whole Foods) and food-service providers (such as McDonald’s, Starbucks and Sodexo).46,48 McDonald’s, for example, reports that its beef and dairy purchases represent 2% of global production.46 Meanwhile, Starbucks reportedly uses 423 million litres of milk every year.46

Food retailers are often accused of exploiting their effective monopoly, as the biggest buyers of food, to provide customers with the lowest prices possible. Food retailers exercise tight controls over their specifications as to how food is produced, packaged, stored and delivered to them. They can do so because they often have direct contracts with selected farmers, and favoured slaughterhouses and processing and packing companies.46 They also employ third parties to regularly audit suppliers to ensure they are meeting the retailer’s standards.

As part of the supply chain closest to the consumer, food retailers and food-service providers face the greatest public pressure to ‘come clean’ on their operations. Sustainability plays an increasingly important element in their ability to gain and retain customers, often forcing them towards greater transparency and more ambitious commitments.
In addition, a number of major players (such as McDonald’s, Subway, KFC, Burger King and IKEA) and big supermarket chains (such as M&S, Waitrose, Morrisons, The Co-op and Sainsbury’s) have moved towards reducing the use of antibiotics in poultry products, following recent revelations about the contribution of livestock farming to antibiotic resistance in humans.247

In reality, McDonald’s has been a leading partner in the establishment of the GRSB initiative, which aims to bring major companies (such as JBS, Cargill and Delhaize), farmers’ associations and some NGOs (such as WWF) together to agree criteria that can be used for the certification of ‘sustainable’ beef production. So far, the principles agreed by the GRSB have been deemed ‘deeply flawed’ by a coalition of 50 environmental, consumer, public health, justice and animal welfare in the US, including major NGOs Friends of the Earth and the Sierra Club. These organisations are concerned that the agreed criteria ‘open the door to greenwashing’ of conventional beef production by failing to include major sustainable issues or to set a robust performance-measuring framework.251

Furthermore, a recent Changing Markets report, The False Promise of Certification,252 evaluated several palm oil, fisheries and textile schemes to draw conclusions for certification in general. We concluded that most voluntary sustainability initiatives are inadequate – and can even present a barrier towards greater sustainability, by providing a cover for irresponsible corporate behaviour. The report recommended significant reform of the certification sector as well as other actions, such as government regulations and greater supply chain transparency. In light of these findings, we seriously question the potential of the GRSB to drive the move towards greater sustainability in the sector, and further emphasise the need for government action to drive reductions in the sector’s ecological degradation.

Sustainability pledges and certification schemes: too little, too late?

Food retailers and service providers, as the most customer-facing organisations, are under growing pressure to guarantee the sustainability of their products. Given increasing awareness of the impacts of meat and dairy production, these organisations are starting to put pressure on their upstream supply chain, and various initiatives have been launched.

However, a majority of such pledges set neither clear nor ambitious actions or targets. For example, McDonald’s has made commitments of ‘no deforestation of high-carbon stock areas and forests by 2030’ and has started to source some of its beef from sources certified as sustainable under the Global Roundtable for Sustainable Beef (GRSB) in Canada and Brazil.253

McDonald’s has made commitments of ‘no deforestation of high-carbon stock areas and forests by 2030’ and has started to source some of its beef from sources certified as sustainable under the Global Roundtable for Sustainable Beef (GRSB) in Canada and Brazil.253

In any event, organic livestock production currently represents a very small share of the total worldwide market. It is estimated, for instance, that around 2.7% of all UK livestock production is organic.253 This is higher than both US and EU averages,254 but comparisons are difficult but certification standards differ across regions. Organic livestock production outside the OECD remains very limited, although there is some organic dairy (Egypt, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Brazil and India) and beef (Brazil, Argentina and parts of Africa) production.261

An emerging movement in this area relates to livestock production reared under ‘permaculture’ conditions, which resemble traditional production systems (such as silvopastoral). Permaculture not only builds on the sustainable aspects of production captured under organic certification but also seeks to go further, aiming to produce livestock in a closed local loop, within which all inputs and outputs are provided and accommodated (animals are fed on local resources, animal waste is used locally to fertilise animal farming, etc.).261 Similarly, biodynamic is a closed-loop method of predominantly mixed farming (livestock, arable and horticulture) in which the farm is a self-sustaining organism, requiring far fewer external inputs. In practice, this means a commitment to crop rotation and composting, little or no tillage or application of chemicals, and employment of a system of water capture and reuse.

5.2.5. The market for organic and more sustainably produced meat and animal products

As seen in the previous chapters, there is a consensus across the scientific community that significant reduction in meat and dairy consumption is needed to avoid dangerous climate change. However, the public debate often revolves around the argument that, instead of going vegan or vegetarian, consumers should switch to better-produced meat and animal products such as organic, pasture-fed or free-range.254 Such production methods are better from environmental and animal welfare perspectives, but have often been criticised by the proponents of status quo as requiring too much land. This section looks at what better meat production could look like, but with the caveat that better production should be undertaken in parallel with a reduction of consumption – especially in the Global North, where consumption levels are excessively high – and a shift towards healthier diets.

The UK alliance Eating Better recently released a report outlining a number of criteria that policymakers, producers and the public should consider when following a better meat and dairy approach. These include lower climate impacts; better welfare; sourcing natural and local feed; lower consumption of animal products and increased consumption of plant-based alternatives in the diet; lower antibiotic use, cutting waste and buying from smaller and local suppliers.255

Although no certification scheme considers all these elements, the report stressed that organic certification comes the closest. Organic certification is indeed the best-known sustainable production scheme for better meat. Its primary focus is to minimise the environmental impacts associated with livestock production and restrict the use of chemical inputs (fertilisers, antibiotics, etc.). However, organic certification mostly does not address GHG emissions, and some animal welfare organisations have criticised it for still allowing many bad practices, such as castration, transportation of animals, etc.256 Proponents of intensive meat production have also criticised organic certification for its higher land requirements, although such critical voices normally do not recognise the need to deliver significant reduction in livestock numbers alongside organic production.

In any event, organic livestock production currently represents a very small share of the total worldwide market. It is estimated, for instance, that around 2.7% of all UK livestock production is organic.253 This is higher than both US and EU averages,254 but comparisons are difficult but certification standards differ across regions. Organic livestock production outside the OECD remains very limited, although there is some organic dairy (Egypt, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Brazil and India) and beef (Brazil, Argentina and parts of Africa) production.261

As seen in the previous chapters, there is a consensus across the scientific community that significant reduction in meat and dairy consumption is needed to avoid dangerous climate change. However, the public debate often revolves around the argument that, instead of going vegan or vegetarian, consumers should switch to better-produced meat and animal products such as organic, pasture-fed or free-range.254 Such production methods are better from environmental and animal welfare perspectives, but have often been criticised by the proponents of status quo as requiring too much land. This section looks at what better meat production could look like, but with the caveat that better production should be undertaken in parallel with a reduction of consumption – especially in the Global North, where consumption levels are excessively high – and a shift towards healthier diets.
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Growing the Good

Once seen as a radical lifestyle choice, vegan, vegetarian and ‘flexitarian’ diets have reached a cultural tipping point and are now going mainstream. Popular celebrities, entrepreneurs, politicians, athletes, famous chefs and royals are promoting a switch to plant-based diets as a way to improve health and fight climate change and deforestation. This growth in demand has led many food companies to increase their offer of traditional plant-based proteins, and has resulted in the rise of new start-ups using the disruptive power of modern computing, food technology and biotechnology to create highly innovative alternatives to meat and other animal products. This chapter looks at this emerging trend, explores how different incumbents have responded to it – ranging from attempting to hinder the expansion of meat- and animal-product alternatives to investing in them – and discusses the challenges and opportunities this poses.

6.1. A short history of meat alternatives

Despite being perceived as a new concept and trend, meat-free diets have been practised for thousands of years, by many cultures across the world, for a variety of moral, religious or economic reasons. Some notable examples include religious groups in Babylon and Ancient Egypt, who abstained from flesh and the wearing of animal clothing based on karmic beliefs in reincarnation, and thinkers in classical Greece, such as Pythagoras, who promoted meat-free diets to avoid animal cruelty and encourage better health.

Moreover, abstention from meat is a concept embedded in many Eastern religions; as such, vegetarian diets remain common practice in many parts of Asia. For example, 23-37% of India’s 1.3 billion population is estimated to be vegetarian. It is therefore not surprising that the first meat alternatives (made from tofu and wheat gluten, similar to seitan) were produced earlier than 0 AD in China. Other Asian traditional products include tempeh and yuba (soy-derived) and various nut-based products.

In the West, 19th-century fundamentalist Christian groups were particularly important in the promotion of vegetarian diets. These groups preached against animal slaughter – preaching that some groups on the fringe of Christianity in the Middle Ages had also undertaken. Among these followers were the Bible...
The trend towards cutting down on meat consumption is being led by the millennial generation. This is because millennials are more concerned about sustainability, animal welfare, and health than previous generations. They are more likely to be willing to try alternatives and to make lifestyle changes to reduce their environmental impact. This is reflected in the growing popularity of vegan and vegetarian diets, which have been on the rise in recent years. According to market research, the number of vegans and vegetarians in the UK has increased significantly in the last decade. In 2018, around 0.45 million people identified as vegans, compared to 0.28 million in 2010. This translates to a growth rate of 61%, which is significantly higher than the growth rate for the general population. The trend is also evident in other countries, such as the US, where the number of vegans has grown from 0.2 million in 2010 to 0.54 million in 2018, representing a growth rate of 170%.

The rise of meat alternatives is driven by a variety of factors, including environmental concerns, animal welfare, and health considerations. Consumers are increasingly aware of the negative impacts of meat consumption on the environment, such as greenhouse gas emissions and deforestation. They are also concerned about the welfare of animals in the meat industry, which can be cruel and inhumane. Finally, there is a growing awareness of the health risks associated with meat consumption, such as the increased risk of heart disease and certain types of cancer.

The rise of meat alternatives has also been driven by technological advancements. Innovations in biotechnology and food science have made it possible to create meat alternatives that are indistinguishable from the real thing. These alternatives are made using a variety of ingredients, such as plant-based proteins, yeast, and fungi. One example is Quorn, a meat substitute made from a fungus called Fusarium venenatum. Quorn is produced using a process called high-moisture cooking extrusion, which involves cooking the fungal spores in water and then extruding them into the characteristic texture of meat. Quorn has been on the market since the late 1990s and has become increasingly popular in recent years.

The rise of meat alternatives has also been driven by market forces. The meat industry is a multi-billion dollar industry, and companies are looking for ways to diversify their portfolios and find new growth opportunities. This has led to a surge in investment in meat alternatives, with venture capital firms and established consumer goods companies alike getting involved. For example, Beyond Meat, a company that produces plant-based meat alternatives, has received significant investment from high-profile investors, including Bill Gates and Google cofounder Sergey Brin. This has allowed the company to scale up its operations and bring its products to a wider audience.

The rise of meat alternatives is also driven by regulatory changes. In Europe, for example, the EU has recently introduced a new regulation that requires meat products to be clearly labeled as such. This has put pressure on the meat industry to develop new products that meet the requirements of the regulation. At the same time, the rise of plant-based alternatives is also being driven by consumer demand for more sustainable and ethical food. Consumers are increasingly looking for products that align with their values and are willing to pay a premium for them. This has created a market opportunity for meat alternatives that are able to meet this demand.

In conclusion, the rise of meat alternatives is driven by a variety of factors, including consumer demand, technological advancements, and market forces. As the trend continues to grow, we can expect to see more innovation in this space, with new products and technologies being developed to meet the needs of consumers and the food industry alike.
Plant-based diets and popular culture

The rise of vegetarianism, and especially veganism, has been significantly driven by popular culture and famous personalities who have embraced plant-based diets and are encouraging others to change their dietary habits, often in their own personal capacity or as ambassadors for different environmental or animal rights organisations. Increasingly, eating less or no meat is becoming normalised and mainstreamed in the way it is represented on television and in films. Campaigns such as Meat Free Mondays or Veganuary, documentaries and particularly (social) media are also playing an instrumental role in raising awareness and driving behavioural change, as more people learn about the scale of negative impacts and widespread unethical practices associated with the majority of meat and dairy production methods.287

Cowspiracy

Cowspiracy is a 2014 documentary film directed by Californians Kip Anderson and Keegan Kuhn that investigated the impact of animal agriculture on the environment and portrayed environmental organisations as being scared to campaign on the issue. The controversial film – which has gained distribution on Netflix and, as a result, been widely watched – gives shocking statistics about the impacts of meat consumption on the planet through the personal narrative of one of its directors, while denouncing the power of the industrialised farm lobby and accusing environmental NGOs of inaction and complicity.

The film-makers have received significant criticism from scientists and environmental organisations for unnecessarily exaggerating some of the facts in the film to better fit its predetermined narrative. For example, the film claims that 51% of global GHGs are caused by the livestock industry; this is based on a discredited, non-peer-reviewed article, as opposed to the 16.5% calculated by the world’s leading authority on agricultural GHG emissions, the UNFAO.288

Still, if judged by global audience gained and levels of awareness of livestock as a leading environmental issue (especially among younger audiences), the cultural impact of this low-budget film is very substantial; it has inspired numerous individuals to cut meat out of their diets and pushed many NGOs to take the issue more seriously in their communications and campaigns. In the words of one blogger, ‘all over the internet, there are stories of teenagers forcing their parents to watch it, and of whole families turning vegan, or at least vegetarian, as a result’.289

Several years on from the Cowspiracy ‘phenomenon’, the film represents but one a many documentaries, widely available online through a range of streaming services, that highlight the health and environmental impacts of excessive meat consumption and animal suffering associated with industrial livestock production. Civil society action and campaigns on the issue of meat consumption are today widespread, as are videos, animations and other social media content. And, in a sign of the issue’s current status as a more mainstream topic of discussion, coverage on television, radio and other media formats takes place where once it was taboo.

Famous vegans and vegetarians290

Celebrity vegans and vegetarians have given up meat for different reasons, ranging from health and good looks to environmental convictions or animal welfare. Many are ambassadors of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) and other environmental or animal rights organisations, and they come from all ranges of public life, from politics to the film and music industries. Famous vegans are often very outspoken and can have a lot of influence over news coverage and the public directly via social media – especially over young people, who are digital natives. Some of them, like Moby, are also opening vegan restaurants and cafes; others, such as Linda McCartney, have started whole-food vegetarian and vegan brands or are investing in promising new producers of meat alternatives.

The ever-growing list includes actors and directors (Joaquin Phoenix, Brad Pitt, Alec Baldwin, Woody Harrelson, Natalie Portman, Pamela Anderson, Demi Moore, Michelle Pfeiffer, Alicia Silverstone, James Cameron, Casey Affleck, Jared Leto, Liam Hemsworth, Jessica Chastain, Johnny Depp, etc.); musicians (Bryan Adams, Moby, Thom Yorke, Alanis Morissette, Stevie Wonder, Wiley Cyrus, Ariana Grande, Jennifer Lopez, Leona Lewis, Paul McCartney, etc.); TV stars (Ellen DeGeneres, Russell Brand, etc.); sportsmen (Mike Tyson, Martina Navratilova, Venus Williams, Carl Lewis, etc.); politicians (Bill Clinton, Al Gore, Jeremy Corbyn, etc.) and royals (such as Spanish Queen Emerita Sofia).

Particularly interesting and influential are the growing number of celebrity chefs and other food-industry taste-makers driving cultural change in how mainstream audiences perceive vegetarian and vegan food – whether through adopting and advocating for meat-free diets themselves or by cooking or providing plant-based options in their restaurants, recipe books or TV shows.
6.3. Sales of meat replacements are growing

A number of drivers have been associated with the recent rise in consumers’ interest in plant-based foods. These include negative perceptions of traditional animal-based products as unhealthy, as well as concerns around animal welfare and the sustainability of livestock production. In addition, positive qualities of plant-based products that attract consumers include that they tend to be more convenient, easier to prepare and more adjustable to personalised nutrition trends, as well as consumers’ general curiosity about relatively novel products.

The global market for meat substitutes stands at an estimated 4.6 billion USD. Meat substitute products based on soy, tofu, textured vegetable protein and mycoprotein accounted for the largest market share in 2017/18. The US was the largest national market for meat substitutes in 2016 (700 million USD), followed by the UK (400 million USD) and Germany (300 million USD). Further growth is predicted, reaching 5.2 billion USD in 2020.

The market for plant-based meats remains well below 1% of that of the global meat market. However, while the growth of the meat market is stagnant in the majority of high-income countries, the market for meat alternatives is experiencing huge growth and is one of the fastest-growing food categories. Meat alternatives are growing at annual rates of over 20% in Denmark; 15% in Germany; 10% in Argentina and Australia; 5-10% in Sweden, the UK and the Netherlands; and just under 5% in US, Israel and Canada.

Overall, it is expected to grow by 6.8% to over 4.4 billion USD by 2023.

According to some market analysts, the growing trend towards plant-based meat alternatives is such that they are on the cusp of breaking into the mainstream - analogous to the time when non-dairy milk alternatives began to grab market share following their championing by big food industry players, such as Dean Foods. Indeed, the market for non-dairy products (like soy and almond milks) has grown to make up 10% of the overall market, with total sales doubling between 2009 and 2015 to 21 billion USD. The most popular dairy-alternative products are those derived from soy and the largest market is the Asia-Pacific region, led by China, due to increasing demand for lactose-free food products coupled with an abundance of soy-based alternatives. The market is expected to continue to grow to reach 34 billion USD by 2024.

In contrast to trends for meat and dairy substitutes, consumption of pulses per capita has experienced a slow decline in both high- and low-middle-income countries to an average of 7kg per year, although very large variations remain at country level. Total pulse production stands at 78MT, and India, Canada and Myanmar are the largest pulse producers.

Should we just switch from livestock to fish?

One option to address health and climate issues related to excessive consumption of meat is to shift some of this consumption to fish, a healthy food type that is often under-consumed (relative to dietary recommendations) in many high-income countries, such as the UK. However, doing so poses a number of challenges from the perspective of environmental sustainability and animal suffering. In the UK, for example, all domestic fish landings plus imports still fall 64% below the recommended level of intake. Raising consumption could therefore increase pressure on British stocks or on those abroad.

Even at current levels of global consumption, a large number of global fisheries are in a state of crisis and ongoing decline. World per-capita fish consumption has grown steadily, exceeding the record figure of 20kg per year in 2016; this is mostly driven by growth in aquaculture, which now provides more than half of all fish destined for human consumption. Most marine stocks continue to be reported as either over- or fully-fished (93%), only 10% are classified as underfished. While aquaculture can help alleviate the pressure on wild fisheries from growing global demand for fish, its dependence on external feed inputs, and in particular fishmeal and oil, still places a growing burden on ocean resources.

A large-scale switch from meat to fish consumption is therefore likely to make achieving sustainable fisheries even harder, and so is not a viable solution.

6.4. The meat industry’s reaction to growing competition

Different parts of the powerful meat and dairy industries are reacting in different ways to consumption rates declining or remaining stagnant in most high-income countries, and to health and environmental organisations increasingly challenging their operational models and marketing. These reactions vary - from attempts to hinder the expansion of meat and dairy alternatives to hedging against disruption by directly investing in them.

6.4.1. ‘Make Meat and Dairy Great Again’: farming interests strike back

Many powerful meat and dairy interests are feeling increasingly under attack from civil society groups and new food business players that market their plant-based products as more ethical and sustainable sources of protein. In response, industry groups are turning to their well-established lobbying arms and political networks for support.

Historically, lobbying activities for the livestock industry have focused on maintaining - and even increasing - significant public subsidies to support farming operations, which have led to overproduction and encouraged an excessive level of consumption of animal products. At the same time, their successful weakening (or blocking the introduction) of effective environmental regulation, which would control the environmental externalities of livestock production, has contributed to excessive production levels and disadvantaged more sustainable farming practices. On the demand side of the food system, lobbying efforts have been broadly effective in curtailing legislation designed to promote healthier diets with a greater share of fruit and vegetables.

The political power this demonstrates is just one reason why, despite growing public awareness of negative impacts associated with excessive meat and dairy consumption, policymakers continue to lack an appetite for policies and legislation in this area. A recent case in point is a European political strategy for a sustainable food system, ‘Growing the Good’, which contained mild references to the need to address negative impacts of animal products and reduce consumption. The case was pulled from publication at the last moment - despite the European Commissioner for the Environment having already announced its publication, and despite subsequent calls by civil society, academics, progressive businesses and over 60 cross-party Members of European Parliament for its publication.
In response to the rise of meat and dairy alternatives and the perceivedly threatening market share they represent, livestock industry groups in multiple countries have begun calling for legal restrictions on the labelling of plant-based meat and dairy alternatives, so that terms such as ‘milk’, ‘cheese’, ‘meat’, and ‘sausage’ can only be used for products of animal origin. The rationale for this restriction is that it is necessary to protect consumers from being misled. The companies behind plant-based alternatives and their advocates have denounced this move as purely motivated by economic concerns; they argue for the continued use of such terms, on the basis that consumers are smart enough to differentiate between products, and that the terms convey important information on what consumers can expect from them while clearly communicating their vegetarian or vegan characteristics.

To date, these lobbying efforts to restrict product names have been most successful in Europe, where existing legislation defining milk products is being used to impose restrictions on the use of terms such as ‘milk’, ‘butter’, etc. on plant-based products, following a ruling by the European Court of Justice in 2017. Industry groups and politicians are calling for similar restrictions on meat alternatives. Although the European Commission has shown little appetite to act (for now), France recently introduced legal restrictions, so plant-based manufacturers could face fines of up to 300,000 EUR for using terms such as ‘sausage’ and ‘steak’ in the labelling of their products.

In the US, plant-based dairy producers have been asking the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for years to confirm that they can use terms such as ‘milk’ in plant-based products but, to date, the FDA has not acted. In the meantime, this legal vacuum has encouraged a number of lawsuits against plant-based companies, and continues to create uncertainty among manufacturers and companies seeking innovative ways to develop, label and market new plant-based products.

A draft legislative bill, the Dairy Pride Act, is currently stuck in Congress; but if it was to pass, it would specifically ban the use of terms such as ‘milk’ and ‘dairy’ for plant-based products. The US Cattlemens’ Association has filed a petition to the US Department of Agriculture to produce an official definition of ‘beef’ and ‘meat’ that excludes plant-based products. All in all, these actions clearly show how nervous many meat and dairy industry corporations now feel about the threat posed by their plant-based competitors.

### Trick or tweet?

A further sign of industry intolerance towards policy support for low- or meat-free diets is a row over a single tweet between the UK meat industry and the Food Standards Agency (FSA) in August 2016, when the latter put out a tweet endorsing Meat Free Week.

The industry’s response was anything but proportionate. It reacted to the tweet as though it were an existential threat - engaging in a public row with the FSA on social media, issuing a joint statement between the NFU, National Sheep Association, Association of Independent Meat Suppliers, British Meat Processors Association, British Poultry Council and the National Federation of Meat & Food Traders; and sending a joint letter to the Prime Minister, Theresa May, to complain about the FSA’s actions and the need to ‘restore the agency’s impartiality’. Finally, the FSA deleted the tweet.

6.4.2. Diversifying the risk

In contrast to this hostile lobbying approach (particularly adopted by industry groups directly representing livestock farmers), some international meat processors and marketers, consumer goods companies and food retailers have taken a different approach of seemingly embracing (or hedging against) the potentially market-disrupting opportunities of new plant- and cell-based alternatives to tradition meat products.

Examples in this category include companies that are developing their own brands of plant-based protein products (e.g. Green Street by Tyson, Wicked Kitchen by Tesco, Pret à Manger’s veggie-only stores), those entering distribution deals with plant-based brands (e.g. Dean Foods supports distribution of Good Karma Foods), or those buying up smaller plant-based protein companies. In the latter category, the rate and scale of mergers has started to accelerate in recent years (Table 1), with the number of acquisitions in the plant-based sector quadrupling in 2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Industry sector</th>
<th>Acquired</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Pinnacle Foods</td>
<td>Food manufacturer</td>
<td>Garden</td>
<td>175 million CAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Monde Nissin</td>
<td>Food manufacturer</td>
<td>Quorn</td>
<td>550 million GBP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Danone</td>
<td>Food manufacturer</td>
<td>White Wave Foods</td>
<td>12.5 billion USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Nestlé</td>
<td>Food manufacturer/dairy processor</td>
<td>Sweet Earth</td>
<td>Undisclosed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Otsaka Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>Danya Foods</td>
<td>405 million CAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Maple Leaf</td>
<td>Meat producer</td>
<td>Field Roast</td>
<td>120 million USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Maple Leaf</td>
<td>Meat producer</td>
<td>Lightlife</td>
<td>140 million USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Maple Leaf Meat producer</td>
<td>Field Roast</td>
<td>120 million USD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Maple Leaf Meat producer</td>
<td>Lightlife</td>
<td>140 million USD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Maple Leaf Meat producer</td>
<td>Field Roast</td>
<td>120 million USD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Maple Leaf Meat producer</td>
<td>Lightlife</td>
<td>140 million USD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Maple Leaf Meat producer</td>
<td>Field Roast</td>
<td>120 million USD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Maple Leaf Meat producer</td>
<td>Lightlife</td>
<td>140 million USD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Maple Leaf Meat producer</td>
<td>Field Roast</td>
<td>120 million USD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Maple Leaf Meat producer</td>
<td>Lightlife</td>
<td>140 million USD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Increasing product offer in line with consumer trends is a common strategy practised by consumer goods producers to maximise profits. According to Ethical Corporation magazine, when the sales growth of ethical products (or other alternative products) is so significant, the risk of being involved seems lower than the risk of not being involved. Typical ways for companies to diversify risk include launching new ethical products, acquiring or buying into ethical brands, and (more generally) product rebranding, ethical marketing and communication activities; examples of all these actions can be observed in the plant-based market.
The fact that some of these players include some of the largest dairy and meat producers (and hence plant-based competitors), such as Danone and Tyson, has puzzled many and been received with mixed reactions. On the positive end, the argument goes that more money available for distribution will help increase the production of plant-based alternatives, their reach and ultimately their consumer base to take them mainstream. For example, Bruce Friedrich, CEO of the Good Food Institute (GFI), believes that ‘Dean Foods buying White Wave was the precipitating factor that moved plant-based milk from the dusty nether-regions of the health food store into every Target, Walmart, Kroger, Safeway, and other grocery stores in the country’, and expects big players’ move into meat alternatives to have a similar impact.

On the other side of the argument is the question of whether incumbent industry players can play the role of ‘champions’ of plant-based products, in line with the scientific targets requiring a significant reduction in the consumption of meat and animal products, when these are so critical to their profits and bottom lines. After all, around three-quarters of Danone’s sales of 24.5 billion EUR are related to dairy products (i.e. fresh products, or specialised nutrition, using 8 billion litres of fresh milk each year). Similarly, most of Tyson’s 38 billion USD sales in 2017 were related to very large numbers of processed livestock - approximately 1,820 million chickens, 22 million pigs and 6.7 million cows. In addition, some consumers (especially vegans worried about animal welfare) have expressed concerns about indirectly funding animal suffering by buying products that support these parent companies. In general, big companies buying into the ethical or alternative products market tend to offer these product ranges as just a small part of their portfolio, and use this as a justification for not implementing progressive policies across their entire product range - something that could have significant environmental and social benefits.

Ethical Consumer highlights a number of potential downsides associated with the loss of independent and critical voices from small ethical companies when these are taken over by multinationals. Among these, the article cites concerns around big multinationals putting pressure on standards to water down their ambition in line with their wider economic interests (e.g. organic certification was under a lot of pressure in the US when it decided to reject any trace of GM ingredients); getting easy access to new ethical markets without having to address unethical issues associated with the core of their business; money from ethical consumers going to a multinational corporation that does not maintain similar values for the rest of the products it makes; and diluting the ethical message of the companies acquired.

A cautionary tale in this regard is the oil company BP, which, after an initial rebrand to become Beyond Petroleum (at the same time as broadening its investments to include renewables and energy efficiency), later dropped or disposed of nearly all this work to refocus on its core business of fossil fuels.
### 6.5. Cutting-edge plant-based start-ups: the new Californian gold rush?

In addition to the more established plant-based companies, new businesses focusing on the development of innovative alternatives to animal-based products are growing fast, with a cluster forming around the US West Coast. These companies are using modern computing, biotechnology, medicine and food technology sciences to produce two distinct types of meat alternatives.

The first, often termed ‘plant-meat’ by these companies, is a meat alternative produced via a proprietary process and with a range of plant-based ingredients that aims to closely mimic the texture, look, flavouring, nutritional and cooking properties of real meat. The second takes a different angle on the problem by trying to grow or construct meat and other animal products, using animal and bacterial cell cultures and fermentation processes. These latter products are often called ‘clean meat’ - a name specifically chosen by the nascent industry to communicate that its products avoid many negative impacts associated with livestock farming, including environmental pollution, use of antibiotics and foodborne pathogens. A subsection of the second is animal products produced through fermentation processes via enzymes, which is very similar to the way beer is produced, and has been used especially for milk and eggs. According to a recent paper by the Adam Smith Institute, cultured meat could mean a cut in agricultural requirements lack a clear policy environment to underpin and drive change in line with the scale of reductions needed.

The application of these new technologies - supported by a wave of funding and new institutions, such as the GFI, established to support the growth of the nascent industry - is yielding an entirely new generation of alternatives to animal foods beyond anything that has come before, including meat, milk, cheese, yoghurts, eggs, seafood, gelatine, albumin and other non-food products, such as silk and leather. These products are often seen as having a higher disruptive potential than traditional meat replacements, given that they are often indistinguishable to the consumer. Moreover, due to their technological basis, ongoing year-on-year improvements to the efficiency and quality of production are expected to lead to economies of scale, and to outcompete animal-derived products on the basis of cost in the near future.

Among the new brands attracting major media headlines are:

- **Beyond Meat**, whose flagship product is the *Beyond Burger*, a 100% plant-based burger that ‘Sabo’s tweet’ that most companies did not have meaningful programmes to move away from animal agriculture - is yielding an entirely new generation of alternatives to animal foods beyond anything that has come before, including meat, milk, cheese, yoghurts, eggs, seafood, gelatine, albumin and other non-food products, such as silk and leather.

- **Impossible Foods**, whose flagship product is the plant-based *Impossible Burger*.

- **Hampton Creek**, whose flagship products include plant-based eggs such as Just Mayo (an egg-free mayonnaise) and egg-free scramble; the company is also investing large amounts into clean chicken, namely cultured meat grown from chicken and turkey cells.

- **Memphis Meats**, which developed the first cultured meatball and is now focusing on developing other ground-meat items, such as hot dogs, hamburgers and chicken nuggets.

- **Perfect Day Foods**, which focuses on developing cultured milk and other dairy products through the fermentation process, where yeast produces milk proteins.

- **Clara Foods**, which produces egg whites through a similar yeast-based process.

These start-ups are also attracting significant investments from high-profile, high-net-worth personalities, including Bill Gates and Leonardo di Caprio, venture capitalist firms, such as *New Crop Capital* and *Stray Dog Capital*, and major companies, such as *General Mills* and *Virgin Group*.

---

**The meat-investment paradox: largest meat companies investing into meat alternatives**

The ‘meat paradox’ is a term often used to refer to the mental process of ‘disassociation’ by which people avoid thinking about an animal’s conscious ability to think, feel and suffer when they are consuming animal products. A similar paradox seems to be emerging across investments in the plant-based sector; companies with major stakes in the livestock sector - such as *Tyson* (the largest US meat processor), *PHW Group* (EU’s largest poultry producers) and *Cargill* (a leading agri-business company) - are investing significantly into some of the most promising plant-based and ‘clean meat’ start-up companies.

But is it possible to lead the transition towards plant-based diets when a significant share of your business’s profits depends on keeping up levels of consumption of the animal-based products they are trying to displace?

Tom Hayes, President and CEO of Tyson, acknowledges that their investment in meat alternatives may seem counterintuitive – even to people within the company. Nevertheless, Hayes states that Tyson is in the business of supplying protein to consumers, whether it is from animals or plants, and so ‘a protein strategy inclusive of alternative forms is intuitive for Tyson Foods’. In its statement ‘Why are we investing in alternative proteins?’, there is also a suggestion that diversification is a risk-management strategy for the company: ‘No one knows exactly what the future of food will look like. That’s why we’re exploring new approaches’. The need to diversify was also raised by CEO of the PHW Group, Peter Wesjohann, in a statement following a deal to distribute Beyond Meat in Germany: ‘We consciously embrace this supposedly unusual partnership because we believe in growth through diversity’.

In fact, diversification as a risk-management tool is part of the answer. According to a recent report by the 5-trillion-USD alliance of sustainable investors, *Farm Animal Investment Risk & Return (FAIRR)*, growing consumer and stakeholder concerns about the negative impacts of animal production and consumption (climate change, environmental pollution, excessive use of antibiotics, unhealthy diets, etc.) and the fast sales growth currently being experienced by plant-based food products means that companies with a large dependency on animal agriculture are more at risk if they choose to ignore these trends than if they try to engage with them.

FAIRR’s report identified three strategies being that companies are using to broaden their alternative protein portfolio, including acquisitions, venture investments, and increased product development and R&D. Nevertheless, their assessment of 11 leading global retailers (*Tesco, M&S, Delhaize, Sainsbury’s, Kroger, Walmart, Whole Foods, Ocado, Morrisons, The Co-operative Group and Costco*) and five food manufacturers (*Nestlé, Unilever, General Mills, Mondelez and Kraft Heinz*) showed that ‘companies did not have meaningful programmes to move away from animal agriculture - is yielding an entirely new generation of alternatives to animal foods beyond anything that has come before, including meat, milk, cheese, yoghurts, eggs, seafood, gelatine, albumin and other non-food products, such as silk and leather.’

In addition, most companies diversifying into plant-based protein were driven by changing consumer habits, rather than a strategy for decoupling growth from unsustainable practices. Among the assessed companies, the report named Nestlé and Tesco as the best-prepared companies for profiting from plant-based proteins going mainstream, and called Costco out for an inadequate response.

According to GRAIN/IATP’s research, any scenario that brings global meat and dairy production emissions within 1.5°C pathways requires significant cuts in emissions by these companies. However, most of the top 35 meat and dairy companies do not even comprehensively report their emissions, and only six have comprehensive targets covering the full range of emissions associated with livestock production. Among these six, Nestlé and Danone have robust commitments to reduce their absolute emissions. However, these commitments, while to be commended, are only voluntary. GRAIN concludes that: ‘Without legal regulations backed by strong sanctions, and absent independent systems of monitoring and verification, little can be done to hold these companies to their word’. This points to the fact that there is a major gap when it comes to managing the transition of the food industry towards science-based climate targets. All the commitments, investments and even reporting requirements lack a clear policy environment to underpin and drive change in line with the scale of reductions needed.
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Maps included in this infographic are for illustration purposes only and not up to scale. Although we have made every effort to present a comprehensive global picture of companies producing and investing in alternative meat products, this is a fast developing area, where data gaps might exist.
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This chapter has shown the very different reactions of meat companies and investors to the growing market trends of meat alternatives. Such reactions seem quite similar to those of fossil fuel companies when confronted with low-carbon technologies such as renewables or electric cars. Interestingly, in this case, the low-carbon transition in food is largely driven by consumers, investors and some food companies - but it almost completely lacks the public policies that would support these trends and address the urgency of the challenge, as we will show in the next chapter.

Increasingly, scientists, civil society organisations and enlightened consumers are converging on the realisation that excessive production and consumption of animal products must be reduced - for the simple reason that, if we are to achieve climate goals and SDGs, halt biodiversity loss and ensure food security in a future world of 9 billion people, doing so is inevitable. In many high-income countries, progressive consumers, civil society organisations and mission-driven businesses are catalysing this change, driving an ongoing trend towards lower consumption of animal products, an explosion of food innovation and a boom in the sales of plant-based products. While this is all good news, there is too much at stake, and the scale and pace of the transformation needed is too great, to be left to the market alone. Despite large year-on-year growth, in recent years the absolute market share of vegan and vegetarian food is still tiny compared to the meat and dairy sectors. If the transition to a low-emissions food system is to be a success, meat and dairy alternatives must go from niche to mainstream quickly. Governments need to take on this challenge and align policies that drive low-carbon transition in the food sector. As has been true for renewable energy and transport, the driving force for a transition to a low-emissions food system must come from a robust policy framework, the targets and incentives of which must align with what science says is necessary. This chapter looks at ongoing low-carbon transitions in the energy and transport sectors, and attempts to draw lessons from them to inform future actions to accelerate a transition to a low-carbon food system.
7.1 The theory behind low-carbon transitions

Tackling climate change requires a fast and deep transformation across all major sectors of the economy, including electricity, transport, heat, industrial activities, forestry and agriculture. Although recent technical developments have delivered major cost reductions in key areas, such as renewable energy and energy efficiency, the rate of progress towards wider goals of deep decarbonisation remains too slow to reach the reductions needed to achieve the Paris Agreement’s goals.365

While much of the research undertaken to inform such transitions seems to focus on available technologies and their expected cost and performance improvements and support from powerful players). In doing so, ways to overcome factors

Historical research on transitions has often focused on explaining how and why large-scale change in societies, technologies and economies once took place. But today, rather than looking backwards, some of the most pressing questions for researchers are about how future societies and economies can transition – and so come into alignment with collective goals such as climate targets – as well as how, through action today, large-scale changes can be induced and guided towards these desirable end goals. This shared focus broadly delineates a multidisciplinary research field known as sustainable transitions research.

One of the core findings of this field is that large-scale changes in society, technologies and economies are deeply interconnected, complex and hard to predict and manage. Co-evolving over time analogously to the evolutionary processes within ecosystems, innovation within large-scale transitions has been able to develop a framework for thinking about how large-scale transitions generally happen, which can be used as a tool to help guide policies and strategies that promote sustainable transitions – including those in food systems.

This framework – known as the multilevel perspective – looks systematically at society, technologies and economies, and what developments (or changes) are taking place at three different levels (or scales) of analysis, focusing in particular on how the interactions between these different levels promote or resist changes in the overall system. The three levels of analysis are: niche innovations (new technologies and business models); sociotechnical regimes (established practices, technologies, institutions, organisations and rules specific to the dominant ways of doing things today); and the sociotechnical landscape (the external context of large-scale and longer-term political, socioeconomic and environmental trends).307

Broadly speaking, the framework suggests that large-scale transitions (e.g. the motorisation of transportation) can happen at a specific time and place (and not in others) because of the specific types of interaction between processes occurring at each level of analysis. These can sometimes influence each other in such a way that the established structures and ways of doing things start to fail, and so become destabilised, while at the same time innovations appearing at the niche level can first gain a foothold and later momentum (e.g. through learning processes, combination with other innovations, price/ performance improvements and support from powerful players). In doing so, ways to overcome factors

When it comes to applying this framework to transitioning to a low-emissions food system, the available evidence set out in this report suggests that the world now finds itself at the cusp of a unique ‘window of opportunity’ for systemic change. Rapid technology-enabled improvements in the quality, production volume and cost-competitiveness of meat alternatives (i.e. niche innovations), and the business models for their marketing and provision to consumers, are taking place at the same moment that established ways of consuming are being disrupted by demographic and culturally driven shifts in eating preferences, in part linked to the growing availability of information about foods’ impacts on health and the natural world (i.e. landscape-level changes).

As has been the case with renewable energy, whether this window of opportunity will lead to a large-scale transformation of the food system, and with it a transformation of diets towards more plant-based foods, will depend on whether a robust policy framework is put in place to support low-carbon transitions.

7.2 Lack of policies supporting low-carbon transition in the food sector

While the market for plant-based food products has been growing, public policy and public sector bodies have yet to make any significant contribution to this trend by encouraging a shift in food consumption towards diets that are both healthy and sustainable – and so generally higher in plant-based foods – than a typical Western diet. Despite the mounting evidence that excessive consumption of meat is bad for both the climate and public health, governments have not made much effort to promote more plant-based diets or sustainable methods of food production.

Contrasting with the agri-food sector is the energy sector, where governments have put in place a range of interwoven public policies that support its overall decarbonisation. These include targets and subsidies for renewable energy sources, targets and public procurement policies driving more energy efficient products, and pricing carbon to drive investments towards cleaner production processes. In the transport sector, governments have put in place road charges, fuel taxes, policies to increase fuel efficiency in cars, vans and trucks; policies and funding new charging infrastructure for electric cars; etc. In both sectors, policies are complemented with research funds dedicated to innovation for new energy sources; for example, through the multibillion-euro NER300 programme.369 These policies exist on many levels, ranging from international commitments (the Paris Agreement) to EU policies, and to national and even local policies – recently, many cities have committed to green energy and energy efficiency, put in place congestion charges that promote more efficient cars, built electric charging infrastructure. etc.370 These policies create investment certainty for business and drive private investments towards low-carbon technologies.

In contrast, we found very few similar policies that are designed to drive a low-emissions transition in food. Despite parliamentary debates on taxing meat taking place in Germany, Sweden and Denmark, and a range of policies having been proposed by respected think tanks such as Chatham House, this debate hasn’t moved towards comprehensive policy action in a single country.371 We only see slow and somewhat patchy initiatives at the local level. In the UK, 14 cities and local areas recently received funding from Sustainable Food Cities to run Veg Cities campaigns, which aims to promote vegetable consumption
methods and towards larger-scale intensive farms. One of the reasons for this is that the threshold for reporting on ammonia pollution is set very high: farms releasing less than 10,000 kg of ammonia per year – the amount that would be generated by 40,000 chickens, 2,000 pigs or 750 piglet-bearing sows. This high limit has allowed large parent firms collecting CAP subsidies to simply game the system by legally dividing their operations on paper, with each polluting up to the maximum allowed by the regulations before authorisation from environmental authorities is required.

This lack of regulatory oversight has led to a paradoxical situation where on the one hand, taxpayers contribute to CAP subsidies that further develop industrial livestock installations; and on the other, taxpayers pay to clean up the pollution that these farms then create.374 In Greenpeace’s words: ‘the “polluter pays” principle enshrined in the EU Treaty, which should underpin EU legislation, has transformed into the “polluter gets paid” principle’.

Ongoing work from the International Panel of Experts on Sustainable Food Systems (IPES-Food)379 is looking at how policies can be reformed to integrate all aspects of food policy (health, environment, food, development, etc.) into their design. Proper integration of these issues will ensure price signals are set correctly, reflecting the true costs of producing food to society - and hence encouraging the consumption of the most sustainable food products while discouraging the least sustainable ones.

Mixed messages on dietary advice funded by the public purse

Consumption of meat and dairy products in the EU and US has reached excessive levels and is now a major burden on public health through increased incidence of cancer, diabetes and other diseases. The health impacts of eating too much meat - especially processed meat - are driving some governments380 (including China381) and European countries (e.g. the UK, France, the Netherlands and Sweden) to set recommended levels of meat consumption in their dietary guidelines. The Swedish Food Agency (SFA) was the first governmental body to also include the environmental impacts of food production in its 2014 dietary guidelines, which recommended eating less red and processed meat (a maximum of 500g per week), as meat is the food product that affects the climate and the environment the most.390

Yet at the same time, public policies often push in the opposite direction, heavily subsidising and promoting meat consumption. Despite excessive consumption levels and large environmental impacts associated with current EU diets, the European Commissioner for Agriculture pledged 15 million EUR in 2016 to promote beef consumption ‘to counter negative publicity about eating animal proteins’,383 ignoring complaints from NGOs.384

Similarly, in the US, The Beef Checkoff Program was established as part of the 1985 Farm Bill. It allows producers to charge 1 USD per head on the sale of live domestic and imported cattle to fund marketing and research designed to increase domestic and/or international demand for beef, through promotion, research, new product development and a variety of other marketing tools. The Cattlemen’s Beef Board and United States Department of Agriculture oversee the collection and spending of checkoff funds, which in 2017 amounted to 41 million USD.385 Similar controversial systems provide multimillion-dollar funds for the promotion of other agricultural commodities (including pork,386 dairy and eggs387) and have actively been using this money for lobbying activities – including against the promotion of plant-based alternatives.388 Unsurprisingly, the US has one of the highest meat and dairy consumption rates in the world.389

Upside-down European policy: polluter gets paid

One of the key objectives of the European Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), which distributes around 60 billion EUR per year (40% of the EU budget) to farmers, is improving the environment. However, a 2018 report from Greenpeace suggests that CAP actually achieves the opposite.375

The Greenpeace-led investigation conducted in eight countries - Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Poland and the Netherlands - concluded that there was a clear pattern between CAP subsidies and the most polluting European livestock farms. The underpinning reason, according to Greenpeace, is that “the negative health and environmental impacts of the livestock sector are not properly monitored nor assessed, neither at national nor at European level”.

In particular, the research highlighted that the design of existing environmental regulations on farm pollution is encouraging investment away from smaller farm sizes and more sustainable production through schools, events and festivals.372 Similarly, some cities, like Ghent, have been supporting meat-free days since 2009, while others, like Barcelona, have developed a vegetarian guide of the city, joined the Meat Free Mondays campaign and created a space to promote the sector, after declaring itself a veggie-friendly city in 2016.373,374

While commendable, it is obvious that these attempts are nowhere near the robust, population-influencing governmental policies required. No country has policies encouraging meat-free days or places, or even measures to ensure a consistent range of non-meat dietary options for consumers, which could be seen as providing social occasions and spaces for people to acquaint themselves with more sustainable and healthy ways of eating. Reducing meat consumption could also be a good opportunity to provide healthier and more locally sourced food, especially to populations such as schoolchildren and hospitals. These could be combined with promoting better farming methods and encouraging companies, such as restaurants and food retailers, to increase the share of healthy meat-free meals in their product ranges.

Food and agriculture policies still mostly ignore the full scale of environmental and social impacts that result from food production and consumption. In fact, subsidies are currently driving the expansion of intensive farming methods, including vast animal-feed imports, and passing costs of cleaning up agricultural pollution and dealing with public health issues derived from excessive consumption of animal products to the public purse. In the EU, for example, almost 60 billion EUR per year is mostly going to intensive farming, marginalising sustainable farmers. Through such harmful subsidies, the positive externalities of more sustainable agricultural methods, such as organic, high nature value or agro-ecologically managed agricultural systems, are not properly realised or rewarded.376

Finally, emissions from animal agriculture continue to be a major gap in global climate policy - or when they are included in a legal framework for reducing CO₂ emissions (such as in the EU375), measures are so weak that they are unlikely to lead to any significant emissions reductions (see Chapter 2). All in all, this lack of regulatory action amounts to overpricing consumers, who must pay for food three times over: at the shop, through their taxes that are spent on farming subsidies, and through the negative externalities forced upon society at large, such as environmental degradation of soil, water and air; biodiversity loss; non-renewable resource use; public health impacts, and social development issues related to food access and consumption.
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Public funds directed to research and development projects in the area of agriculture have also largely avoided supporting alternative meat and dairy production technologies, even in countries with large research budgets such as the US (3bn USD annually). The bulk of early-stage support and financing for animal product alternatives continues to come from private, not public, sources. Indeed, in many ways public funding flows predominantly support the status quo; in many regions, large amounts of funding are still being used to subsidise production, promote demand for animal products, and support R&D focused specifically on animal agriculture protection (improved disease detection, prevention, control and treatment, etc.) and production technologies to increase efficiency and product quality, etc. Nevertheless, some governments are waking up to the potential opportunities that investment in clean meat may bring. For example, the Japanese government has just invested 300 million USD in supporting the construction of a pilot and first commercial production plants for Intergriculture, a company specialising in cellular agriculture products. The US’s pro-plant-based organisation, GFI, suggests that Israel and Indian governments may follow soon. Israel is leading the race (behind California) to be a world hub for cultured meat technologies. Recently, three Israeli companies - SuperMeat, Future Meat Technologies and Meat the Future - signed a deal to supply cultured meat to China worth 100 million USD. However, these funds are still scarce and small in scale when compared to the urgency of the problems the world faces, and nowhere are they accompanied by strong public policies targeted to shift demand away from climate-damaging foods.

7.3. Can the business sector solve this problem alone?

The previous chapter illustrated how profitable many plant-based food brands, such as Quorn or Alpro, have become trying to adjust their public messaging, and starting to make commitments to increase their offering of plant-based foods and to address the sustainability of their operations and those of their suppliers. This is encouraging, as many studies highlight the benefits of building acceptance for the proposed changes (within society and the business community) as a way of supporting the introduction of new policies and legislation designed to promote a dietary shift.

In turn, these trends in public attitudes are driving change within the strategies of some far-sighted businesses that are responsive to the shifting demands of their current and future customer base; many are trying to adjust their public messaging, and starting to make commitments to increase their offering of plant-based foods and to address the sustainability of their operations and those of their suppliers. This is encouraging, as many studies highlight the benefits of building acceptance for the proposed changes (within society and the business community) as a way of supporting the introduction of new policies and legislation designed to promote a dietary shift.

Business support can accelerate the development of new and better products, their deployment through established distribution channels and, more generally, the provision of financial resources and capabilities needed to accelerate the transition towards plant-based foods. However, as highlighted in the box below, just relying on business to do the right thing - especially when it comes to incumbents (companies that have large sunk investments into existing business models) - can be a risky strategy. The main problem is that companies can quickly change priorities, following a change in leadership, a (perceived) change in consumer preferences or a realisation that a company’s bottom line crucially depends on guarding the hegemony of existing technologies. In addition, while companies sometimes try to respond to public concerns by presenting a green image, their investments and lobbying often take the opposite stance, and are deployed to block or delay policies that would force change in their practices towards more sustainable economy.

BP’s round trip to petroleum

The history of the oil industry’s investment in renewables is a cautionary tale, illustrating how volatile corporate commitments can be. In 1997, BP’s CEO, John Brown, became the first big oil chief to acknowledge the link between man-made carbon emissions and global warming. This was followed by BP rebranding itself as an environmentally aware company, supporting an increase in renewable energy supply and a reduction of the GHG emissions associated with its fossil fuel business. It culminated with the company ditching its shield-like logo in exchange of one in the shape of the sun, ‘signifying dynamic energy in all its forms from oil to gas and solar’. In an opinion piece, John Brown talks about the challenges associated with persuading BP’s board, executive and employees that his vision for BP ‘was not about to commit commercial suicide’. Initially, BP achieved its own voluntary target of a 10% CO2 reduction for 2010 nine years earlier (in 2001). These reductions were largely made at the margins by ‘tightening up valves, halting the venting of gas and improving energy efficiency’. BP’s investment in renewables could have been transformational. At one point, BP was the leading US solar panel manufacturer, but within a couple of years, it abandoned the business. This move, which involved dropping businesses worth billions, included BP shutting down its alternative energy headquarters in London and cutting drastically its alternative energy budget in 2008, rebranding itself as an environmentally aware company, supporting an increase in renewable energy supply and a reduction of the GHG emissions associated with its fossil fuel business. It culminated with the company ditching its shield-like logo in exchange of one in the shape of the sun, ‘signifying dynamic energy in all its forms from oil to gas and solar’. BP’s CEO, Bob Dudley, maintains a similar position: he claimed in a recent Washington Post interview that ‘if someone said, “Here’s $10 billion to invest in renewables,” we wouldn’t know how to do it’. Nevertheless, in June 2018, BP bought UK’s biggest electric car charging network, Chargemaster, and purchased a 43% interest in solar-development firm Lightsource. Renewable investment may reach 500 million USD a year, a tiny fraction of the more than 15 billion USD capital spending. Mr Dudley believes that ‘the evolution of the energy markets is going to take decades and decades and decades’, and that the future is in gas (which is not in line with what most climate scientists think is necessary).

Evidence also points to the fact that BP actively lobbied European institutions to weaken environmental and clean energy policies. The Guardian’s investigation showed how BP strongly opposed renewable energy subsidies; restrictions on the most polluting biofuels; laws to regulate tar sands; cuts to power-plant pollution; and policies to promote clean technologies. BP warned that such measures ‘threaten to drive energy-intensive industries, such as refining and petrochemicals, to relocate outside the EU with a correspondingly detrimental impact on security of supply, jobs [and] growth’. Such lobbying by BP and other companies resulted in the weakening of some key regulations, and has also led to the removal of figures that revealed EU states spent 40 billion EUR a year on subsidies for fossil fuels, compared to 35 billion EUR for nuclear energy and just 30 billion EUR for renewables.

The BP example shows how dangerous it is to leave the urgent transition towards climate-friendly technologies in the hands of corporations that benefit significantly from status quo. In this regard, the parallel between the meat industry (which benefits from growing global meat consumption) and energy companies such as BP (which benefit from maintaining and growing global demand for fossil fuels) is clear to see, and sounds a note of caution when looking at the meat industry to solve the problems it creates. While the private sector can and must play a role, the transition must be underpinned by strong policies and independent monitoring, with high levels of transparency about companies’ performances and impacts.
7.4. Strong policies critical for low-emissions transition

Truly transformational changes in societies are normally processes that unfold over decades (e.g. the telephony and personal computing revolutions) because changing global systems, even at a rapid place, takes time to scale up. However, slowly at first and later more quickly, what was niche or novel grows from a tiny percentage of the market or society to become dominant and fully integrated, as all the institutions, organisations, regulation, infrastructure, social norms and more are eventually reconfigured around the change to form a new system and establish a new ‘normal’ way of doing things.

Such large-scale changes are inevitably politically contested, because with sweeping change come winners and losers. While a change may benefit humanity overall, for established players that stand to lose out from a change, investment in lobbying and other means to stop or delay ‘harmful’ legislation or hold back potential competitors pays for itself many times over. Unfortunately, with a few notable exceptions, incumbent businesses consistently fail to respond to system threats to their companies and business models. They can see the threats, analyse them and develop strategies to respond, but they generally fail to deliver these strategies – and so they often end up among the losers of transitions.410 Yet despite this resistance to change, large-scale transformations have happened constantly throughout history, and are certainly underway today. And what was politically acceptable once (e.g. limiting the vote only to men) can be overturned in less than a generation. A striking example is Fortune 500 firms – of those in existence in 1995, only 60 remain today.411

Sustainable transitions, such as a low-emissions transition in food, are qualitatively different; rather than leaving the future (and humanity’s wellbeing) to chance, there is a strong argument for trying to agree clear winners will also be the farmers who produce vegetables, pulses and other foods that could be encouraged by governmental policies designed to promote more sustainable and healthy diets. Freeing up large amounts of land that is now occupied to support intensive animal farming systems could also enable more sustainable – although more land-intensive – production of meat and dairy products. Big winners of such a shift would also include the public health purse, as less money would have to be spent on diet-related diseases.

7.5. Will people embrace low-carbon transition?

The fear of public backlash for telling people what to eat has often been cited as one of the main reasons for governmental inaction in this field.412 However, Chatham House’s multicity opinion survey has found a general belief across cultures and continuities that it is the role of government to spearhead efforts to address unsustainable meat consumption. Governments overestimate the risk of public backlash, and the Chatham House report concludes that ‘increasing public awareness about the problems of overconsumption of animal products can help disrupt the cycle of inertia, thereby creating more enabling domestic circumstances and the political space for policy intervention’.413 The researchers recommended focusing on the benefits to public health systems and subsequent cost savings in national health budgets, and framing proposed policies to promote sustainable resource use and contribute substantively to the decarbonisation of economies.414 This research is also underpinned by consistent findings about public concern over climate change. A recent study shows that over 70% of British public are now concerned about climate change, and that young people in particular want more political attention afforded to this issue.415

Concerted efforts should be made at international level to assess the relative resource intensity of different diets and food groups, and to arrive at a common definition of what a ‘sustainable diet’ looks like – both across different cultures and in view of future resource constraints and growing global demand for calorie- and protein-rich foods.

Chatham House, Changing Climate, Changing Diets report

The primary drivers of consumer food choice are price, taste and convenience.416 The Chatham House report points out that greater availability of vegetarian and vegan alternatives and lower-meat options among pre-prepared meals, as well as preferential positioning of alternatives in shops and schools, could go a long way towards altering consumer choices. Local governments and public procurement policies can play an important role here. Price is also a very important driver in food choices, and governments can play a role through rebalancing the relative costs of meat and dairy products, thereby improving access to diverse and healthier diets. As most policies currently go in the opposite direction, driving higher consumption of meat and dairy products through both subsidies and promotion campaigns, readjusting these to better fit climate objectives would be a good first step.

Taxing products with high-GHG emission profiles could also be a good option and, as the example of the ‘sugar tax’ shows, small taxes can already influence purchasing decisions (another example is the 5p plastic bag charge, which led to an 80% reduction in plastic bag use, accompanied with a campaign on ocean pollution).417
Growing market demand for meat alternatives, which are tasty, healthy and convenient, provides a great opportunity for policymakers to start putting in place policies that drive the low-emissions transition in food. The investment history of the oil industry has shown that the investment in alternatives cannot be left solely to incumbent business players. In the energy and transport sector, we also had significant independent voices, such as numerous solar and wind energy firms and innovative companies like Tesla. The success of these companies depended solely on the success of the low-carbon alternative technologies they were selling, which made them truly disruptive for incumbents. While we acknowledge that food sector is different, it must follow similar principles as the energy and transport sector: phasing out the worst sources, while at the same time investing and promoting the market for the alternatives.

Independent disruptive companies are also critical in ensuring political support for such policies. After all, is it realistic to expect dairy and meat giants, such as Danone, Nestlé, Tyson or Maple Leaf, to support the introduction of taxes on animal products, or pricing of emissions associated with livestock, just because of their recent and relatively small investments in the plant-based food market? This is definitely a diversification strategy, but the history of fossil fuel and energy utility companies’ investment in renewables also shows a different story. A 2015 article in The Guardian revealed how fossil energy companies bought a significant market share in the renewable industry and then used their influence to steer the position of key renewables trade groups towards a pro-gas stance, which weakened Europe’s long-term clean energy targets. This, according to the article, was part of a deliberate strategic move that started in 2009, when big companies started to realise renewables were suddenly becoming system-dominant and decided: ‘If you can’t beat them, join them. And if you join them, slow them down so that you can survive.

The success of these companies depended solely on the success of the low-carbon alternative technologies they were selling, which made them truly disruptive for incumbents. While we acknowledge that food sector is different, it must follow similar principles as the energy and transport sector: phasing out the worst sources, while at the same time investing and promoting the market for the alternatives. However, after all, is it realistic to expect dairy and meat giants, such as Danone, Nestlé, Tyson or Maple Leaf, to support the introduction of taxes on animal products, or pricing of emissions associated with livestock, just because of their recent and relatively small investments in the plant-based food market? This is definitely a diversification strategy, but the history of fossil fuel and energy utility companies’ investment in the renewable industry and then used their influence to steer the position of key renewables trade groups towards a pro-gas stance, which weakened Europe’s long-term clean energy targets. This, according to the article, was part of a deliberate strategic move that started in 2009, when big companies started to realise renewables were suddenly becoming system-dominant and decided: ‘If you can’t beat them, join them. And if you join them, slow them down so that you can survive in the market’.

The ongoing battle to move the automotive sector towards low-carbon technologies provides an interesting case study on how powerful incumbent companies have undermined or delayed progressive policies, and how this has backfired in the latest emissions-cheating scandal. This case study is focused on the EU and policies that set out CO2 emissions standards for cars in the EU market.

The first political discussions at European level on how to address carbon emissions from vehicles date back to 1995. Under growing pressure from the regulatory bodies, in 1998 European car manufacturers and their Korean and Japanese counterparts agreed to a voluntarily 25% CO2 emissions reduction target (from 186 to 140g/km) for cars sold in Europe by 2008/9.

In the mid-2000s, the apparent failure of the voluntary measures alone to deliver the agreed targets drove the European Environment Commissioner, Stavros Dimas, to start considering legal obligations in what was to become one of the biggest political fights during his term. Despite the opposition of the European car manufacturers’ association (ACEA), the Commission managed to set mandatory targets of 130g/km to be reached by 2012, and a long-term target for 2020 that had to be confirmed through another political process. Very high-level political infighting continued for five years; in 2013 the German Chancellor, Angela Merkel, even moved to water down the agreed goal of 95g/km of CO2 by 2020. While these targets focused engineers’ minds and capacity to work on emission-reduction technologies, the fight was not over yet. All the major carmakers have been increasingly exploiting flexibilities in the official emission tests, to the extent that the real emissions are estimated to be between one-quarter (Mazda) and double (Mercedes) those reported. The most infamous scandal broke out when Volkswagen (VW) was found to have installed defeat devices on its car fleet worldwide to dodge official controls on car emissions legislation. ‘Dieselgate’ is increasingly undermining public and political confidence that diesel technologies can deliver the necessary reductions, and attention has since shifted towards electric cars.

But the transition to electric vehicles (EVs) is not easy, and major car manufacturers are delaying this shift due to sunk investments in current proprietary technologies, which could become a form of stranded asset if the electric revolution happens too fast. A recent Bloomberg article on VW shows that, although in the wake of the cheating scandal VW has one of the highest EV targets of all car companies, it still must persuade its customers to start buying diesel cars again. With billions in capital investments sunk into diesel technologies over many decades, VW does not want the transition to EVs to happen too quickly or disruptively - which is exactly the opposite of what is needed to meet our climate targets.

A recent report from NGO Transport & Environment shows that manufacturers are doing very little to market electric cars. While 30% of German, French and British consumers say they would consider buying an EV, just 21% of car marketing spend was on zero-emission vehicles and 16% on plug-in hybrid models. The report found that manufacturers had only 20 battery EVs on sale compared to over 400 conventionally fuelled models, with many models not available for sale in showrooms and others having long waiting times. In 2017, fewer than 2 out of each 10 electric cars sold worldwide were in Europe (mostly in France, Norway, Germany and the UK), compared to 6 out of 10 in China.

The shift towards EV places the incumbent internal combustion engine (ICE) manufacturing industry at a competitive disadvantage against EV-focused disruptors such as Tesla, Google and Apple. This is because electric motors are essentially a different product to build (easier to build than ICES, with different technologies, etc.), requiring a resetting of the core expertise needed to produce a great automotive product. This may give a competitive advantage to companies in other sectors (e.g. consumer electronics or software developers) over traditional car manufacturers, as the former have greater experience in key EV technological issues such as battery life, power optimisation or software development.
This chapter has shown that strong policies (targets, carbon taxes, etc.) and disruptive industry players that supply new technologies (i.e. independent renewable energy providers and electric car companies) are key elements that can accelerate and support low-carbon transitions in different sectors. It has also highlighted the lack of ambitious policies in the food sector, where public subsidies are still largely driving unsustainable animal agriculture, which is at odds with the 1.5°C climate pathway that governments have committed to. And it has shown that, even with policies, policymakers can expect resistance from incumbents, which often slows down the market expansion of new technologies, such as electric cars.

While each sector is different, low-carbon transitions in the energy and transport sectors can provide some valuable lessons for managing the transition in the food industry. Governments can manage through effective incentives and adaptations, especially for livestock and feed farmers. Since these farmers have already started feeling the effects of climate change, through recurring droughts and similar extreme weather events, the reform of the sector should not be further delayed.

This report has summarised the growing amount of evidence of the negative environmental, health and taxpayer impacts associated with overconsumption of meat and dairy products. Feeding a growing population on a planet of finite resources will require shifting to more efficient, low-resource diets. The case for change is now so compelling on environmental, climate and health grounds that the question is not whether change needs to happen but when and how it will happen. It can either happen soon and in a managed way, with governments, companies and consumers shifting to diets that are lower in meat and dairy and healthier for people and planet, or it will eventually happen through chaotic adaptation to collapsing agricultural systems, as climate change is already starting to impact on food production everywhere.

Concerns over the devastating impacts of livestock production on the environment and on animals themselves have been known for years, but few advocacy organisations or governments have ventured into this field and taken action, fearing a public backlash against what is largely considered a personal choice. Farming lobbies have also been successful in stopping even small changes in public policies or redirection of subsidies towards more climate-friendly and healthier diets and agricultural production systems. Despite the numerous reports and scientific studies highlighting that sustainable levels of meat and dairy consumption, for both personal health and the health of our planet, are far below levels of current consumption in high-income countries, not much has happened in this field beyond shifting market preferences.

This is problematic, because the low-emissions transition in the food sector will not just happen automatically. Indeed, current government policies are actively promoting and incentivising animal agriculture products through various subsidies and support measures. The food industry is a highly concentrated sector, which has proven very resilient to change and to policy reform. This report highlights some examples of the meat industry’s reactions to even small signs of public and political support of reducing meat consumption. The executives of big corporations see their duty to shareholders or private owners as, above all else, maximising short-term profits, and they largely believe this should be done without any interference from politicians, even though the fight against climate change can only be won if governments show leadership, both individually and collectively.

While some of the big companies have slowly started to invest in meat alternatives, most do not have robust strategies to align themselves with science-based climate targets. In addition, lessons from other sectors (transport and energy) show that incumbents mostly do not support disruptive alternatives when these could affect their bottom lines.
or sunk investments. Even if a small share of their investment is in the solution to climate change, the example of vehicle manufacturers shows they are still trying to slow down the penetrating of electric cars due to their sunk investments in the internal combustion engine.

This brings us to a significant gap highlighted by this report: the absence of policies to drive reduction in meat and dairy consumption, and to promote more sustainable diets and food-production systems. Even worse, most policies are designed to cater to the incumbent, very intensive and polluting livestock farms and big meat conglomerates. These policies range from direct and indirect farming subsidies to public money being used for the promotion of meat and dairy consumption (as the meat industry is very afraid of the trend of millennials eating less meat). Instead of promoting more sustainable and climate-friendly farming systems, governments continue to subsidise conventional animal agriculture methods, allowing the 'polluter to get paid'. The message for policymakers and industry is simple - climate action in this sector cannot wait any longer, and the window of opportunity to meet internationally agreed climate targets is closing.

On the positive side, the transition towards a low-emissions food system is in many ways easier to realise than in other sectors, such as energy and transport. This is because there are no big infrastructure investments, such as building new electricity infrastructure or EV charging systems, while production cycles are shorter because farmers can, to some extent, switch crops and the way they manage their land - when given the right incentives to do so. In addition, tackling emissions from the livestock sector can be a significant opportunity, as this sector roughly contributes to one-third of man-made methane and nitrous oxide emissions. Studies have shown that steeper reduction trajectories for high-warming gases would facilitate adaptation to evolving climate change and help achieve a lower temperature-increase goal (1.5°C).

The transition towards a low-emissions food system needs to be nurtured and accelerated as a strategic multinational priority. Momentum is building as more and more people turn to flexitarian, vegetarian and vegan diets, and plant-based foods are one of the fastest-growing food categories. However, the complete absence of public messaging and policies to promote a shift towards plant-based diets means this critical dietary shift is left to the whims of the market and personal choice. Aligning subsidies and taxation with the most sustainable food-production methods and products - which are better for the climate, biodiversity, the wider environment and animal welfare - would undoubtedly accelerate the pace of current consumption trends.

Moreover, public R&D investments are still focused on traditional agriculture methods, while the food industry’s spending on R&D is tiny (less than 1%). Although a low-emissions transition does not require a huge technological shift (as in the energy and transport sectors), there is a case for more investment in clean meat and animal products, as these may prove to be a suitable lower-impact substitute for committed carnivores - replacing, in particular, low-quality and low-animal-welfare processed meats, which make up a large part of current demand for meat. For many others who are more flexible in their protein consumption, plant-based meat replacements already exist and are improving rapidly. And, of course, if it were simply a matter of nutrition, vegetables, legumes, nuts and fortified foods can provide all the nutrients necessary for a person to switch consumption and remain healthy. The creation of a favourable policy and regulatory environment is likely to accelerate the transition through increased investments into faster product-improvement cycles and lower production costs, enabling faster commercialisation and scaling-up of clean-meat and plant-based products.
**Policy recommendations**

These policy recommendations are a non-exhaustive list of measures that can be implemented at several levels: national, regional or global. The Global North and high-GHG emitters should take the lead in the low-carbon transition of their food sectors. As they are the biggest producers of meat and some of the largest importers of feed, their actions will spill beyond national borders. To realise the highest possible benefits of low-carbon transition, it is important to complement demand-side measures (aiming to reducing demand for the unhealthiest and environmentally problematic animal products) with supply-side measures (to shift agricultural production towards more climate- and biodiversity-friendly methods). The right incentives for farmers can be set through restructuring existing subsidies and establishing new climate funds, especially aimed at the Global South, with a view to improve local nutrition.

“Several studies conclude a 50% reduction in current consumption of [livestock] products in the EU would make a significant contribution to climate change mitigation and align current intake of animal protein and fats with WHO recommended dietary guidelines.” This could lead to 40% less reactive nitrogen emissions from agriculture and 23% reduction in cropland area.

**The Rise Foundation**

Update climate targets to include the mitigation potential of animal agriculture. Governments should determine what role the reductions in animal products and the shift towards more sustainable agriculture can play in their nationally determined contributions. They should analyse the hotspots in their emissions sources and address ways to reduce the impacts. Preferred options for biodiversity, such as permanent pasture utilisation, should be given priority. A recent Rise report highlighted that, in most EU member states, the proportion of current animals justified to maintain pastures is small: less than 30%, or between 30% and 60%. The report also highlighted that most EU countries do not include agriculture in their targets, which means its emissions share will grow while other sectors decarbonise.

Update fiscal policies to reduce meat demand and consumption, especially where consumption exceeds health recommendations. In many EU countries, and in the US, meat consumption is double the recommended levels. So-called ‘meat taxes’ have been recommended by several reputable institutions — a tax on goods deemed unhealthy and/or damaging to the environment. According to FAIRR, over 180 countries now impose a tax on tobacco, 60 jurisdictions tax carbon, at least 25 tax sugar and some countries are considering taxing meat. International organisations such as WHO are well suited to support such measures and analyse different trade-offs, as they did with tobacco.

Establish implementation strategies for dietary guidelines for the shift to healthier diets, including the reduction of animal products. The dietary guidelines should include recommendations to reduce the consumption of meat and other animal products and include environmental criteria for food production and consumption, as is the case in Sweden. To maximise their impacts, they should be followed by key public institutions (such as schools) and integrated in public procurement policies and at several other levels. Meat-free initiatives and areas at national and local levels should also be encouraged. Dietary guidelines should be followed by public awareness-raising and health education campaigns.

Shift subsidies away from polluting intensive animal farms and address the negative externalities of animal agriculture. Governments should aim to reduce the size and number of factory farms, starting with restructuring existing overcapacities. International institutions (WHO, EU, FAO, etc.) should discourage their member states from subsidising factory farming and its inputs, as these cause significant harm to the public. Important measures in this context are bans that should be considered for the use of antibiotics for growth promotion and ‘disease prevention’ in animal farms. The meat industry should be obliged to dispose of antibiotics, manure and other wastes and emissions from its processes in ways that prevent environmental contamination and reduce GHG emissions. This would align money transfers from subsidising polluting activities towards the ‘polluter pays’ principle. In this context, governments should consider time-bound transition measures for farmers in order to manage transition towards more sustainable practices.

Incentivise the production of diverse and underused protein crops, such as pulses, for human consumption. Producing more leguminous crops, especially when part of a solid crop rotation, can help contribute to climate mitigation and adaptation by reducing amounts of water and fertiliser used, cutting pesticide dependency and increasing soil fertility and yield.

Fund the research and development of plant-based and other meat alternatives, such as clean meat, which have the potential to eliminate or reduce the harms of factory farming.
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